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Broytos leads takes le irtciem

Some students choose majors that will lead to
interesting jobs.

Students who entered the College Center Grand Ballroom
last Thursday were transformed into sleuths as an intense
murder mystery unfolded before their eyes.

Men's basketball defeats the EA Sports All-Stars 87-75
last Thursday, as senior forward/guard Dwayne Broyles
scored a game-high 33 points in the exhibition game.
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Fire engulfs
JMU building
Cause under investigation
DREW WILSON/raorfrfwnKnv^rr

BY ALISON FARGO
AND KELLY JASPER

Red shirt freshman tailback Alvln Banks (1) breaks
through iiie Buccaneers' defensive line to acoia tha
first touchdown Saturday. JMU defeated Charleston
Southern University 45-7 to Improve to 6-5 on the year.

JMU defeats
Charleston
Southern
Victory assures Dukes .500
record; first since 2000
BY BRAD RICHARDS

66

sports editor
JMU was the heavy
favorite
to
defeat
Charleston Southern
University Saturday, and
the DukeS lived up to the
billing,
crushing
the
Buccaneers, 45-7, at Zane
Showker
Field
at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
Charleston
Southern
coach Jay Mills was not surprised with the outcome of
the game. "I think this is
one of those games where it
was what it was," Mills
said. "IJMU| is a very good
football team.
"They are clearly the
better team," Mills added.
Red-shirt junior linebacker Trey Townsend
wasted no time in implementing the Dukes' goal of
getting out to a quick start.
Townsend intercepted a
pass by Charleston
Southern quarterback
Collin Drafts on third down
of the Buccaneers' first possession. He returned the
ball 15 yards to Charleston
Southern's 38-yard Una.
"That was our main goal
— to get off to a good start,"
Townsend said "We didn't
want to come out flat,
(despite) who we were
playing — we still wanted
to come out and play hard."
From
there,
JMU
moved the ball into the
red zone and let red-shirt
freshman running back
Alvin Banks run wild.

—TreyTovmsend
red-shin junior linebacker

99
Banks got five carries
during the seven-play
drive, which was capped
off by busting through the
middle of the line and
scoring a touchdown from
9 yards out.
"All season, we've had
trouble coming out ot thi'
shoot," red-shirt junior
quarterback Matt LeZotte
said. "We really emphasized playing hard right off
the bat, and I really think
we executed very well off
the bat today."
The Dukes' defense held
the Buccaneers on its next
possession to a three-andout, forcing a punt. JMU
took over at its own 37, and
once again inarched down
to the Charleston Southern
end zone.
The42-second possession
for the Dukes was highlighted by a 61-yard touchdown
reception by senior wide
receiver Alan Harrison off a
pass from LeZotte.

A silent online auction hosted
by JMU's Adult Degree Program
this fall will raise funds for a
scholarship created in honor of
the program's pioneer.
The auction opened Oct. 24
and will run until Nov. 21 at 1
p.m. It is open to anyone wanting to donate items to be aucboned or also to purchase items
from the auction. The auction
can
be
accessed
at
http://edtech.jmu edu/bis/Auction2
0O.Vindex.html.
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A fire blazed through
JMU's Financial Services
Building late last night as
students scattered about
South Main Street in
shock and awe.
At about 11:10 p.m.,
JMU Police Chief Lee
Shifflett said he saw smoke
billowing from Wing Four
erf the building, which runs
parallel to Harrison Street,
and called authorities.
At about 1:30 a.m.,
Harrisonburg Fire Chief
Larry Shifflett said.
"We've
got every
department in the city
and the county either
here or on standby."

66

We didn't want to
come out flat,
[despite] who we
were playing...

Auction
to fund
scholarship

seeAVCnOH.pageS

senior write/
and news editor

We've got every

department in the
city and the county
either here or on
standby

PIMM by DREW WILSON/
mier phMttumphri
Above, firefighters try to contain flames on the roof of
JMU's Financial Services
Building last night. Right, the
fire. In its early stages,
engulfs the roof above office
windows. Lower right, fire
fighters battle the smoke and
work to keep the fire from
spreading to other parts of
tha building. Below, a firefighter points to where the
crew should focus Its efforts.

-Larry Shifflett
Hamsonburg fire chief

-99
Over 50 firefighters
from the Harrisonburg
Fire
Department,
Harrisonburg
Rescue
Squad, Bridgewater In
Department,
Grottoes
Volunteer Fire St Rescue
and
Meyer's
Cave
Volunteer
Fire
Department worked
together to control the
third-alarm situation,
which gathers the second
ner (.1 outlying companies
to assist, aicoriblfj to tire
fighter Mark Payne.
Larry Shifflett said the
fire began in the attic of
Wing Four, but it first was
difficult to determine
when the fire department
arrived because the smoke
was so low to the ground.
He also said he was uncertain of the cause of the fir?,
snr PIKE, page 5
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Bluestone wins Pacemaker

Culturally appealing

BY TONI DUNCAN

NATAI.IYA UPIIK/u«((/**nn»*ri
Students perform during the Asian Student Union's Fifth Annual Culture Show
at Wilson Hall Auditorium Saturday night. The show featured a variety of traditional and contemporary cultural arts. For more, see story on page 11.

news editor
The 2002-'O3 Bluestone won the Best in Show
award and the National Yearbook Pacemaker award
tor the 2001-'02 yearbook from the Associated
Collegiate Press at Ihe National College Media
I i invention Nov. 8 in Dallas.
Best in Show was determined at convention.
The IWlwaftilll was determined to be the best overall out ot all other participating schools, according
to senior (,ma Indelli.ate. the 2003-'04 editor in
rhiet ot the BtwatOM
"We personally knew how much work we put
into the book," Indelli.ate add "It's nice, though,
when other people recognize your hard work."
Sophomore Kari Deputy, managing editor of this
book laid, "I was the youngest on staff last
md being part of an award-winning yearbook
is .i hig accomplishment for my first year of college."
It is tlu' evtensive time commitment that makes
seeBUmSTONF.,page5

TONI DUNCAN/
irm.<r phmonm/ihet
Sophomore Karl
Deputy works on her
page layout Sunday
aa the Blvton* was
on deadline.
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Wednesday, Now: 19

I he ' iraduate Student show will open M the Zirklt Hou-sc
trom 7 to ** p.m i or mon information contact th<' Ziridt
House al KO-6869

Up 'til Dawn will hold a letter-writing party to benefit St |ude
Children's Hospital in PC" Ballroom from 7 p.m. to midnight
Bring IS addresses or $5 and enjoy games, prizes and |MUa
capcila performances. For mon? tnroniMtion e-rruil Brut at :i\i\k2tj.

Tuesday, Nov. 18

The Alternative Spring Break program will hold domestic trip
sign Ufn in the ( ollege t enter Grand Ballroom at 7 a.ni I or
more information contact |ennilei I orman at x8-3793.

8
8

IheOfangeBand Inaaaalvvvrul iponaor I he Patriot Act U.S.
Response In lermnsm .liui What it Vle.int lor L- mHHS23t)l
at 7 p.m I or mon- intornutum visit utnc.flratt!ieband.(V$.

9

tamest) International will meet In 'l..\ lor Hall, room 400. from
7 to * p.m I or more mtonnation e-mail Vuline VVu at |

11

AmerSIANs
MUI422
Noteworthy. Agents ot the Sun
Fashion Boss
DVD review:
"Happy Tree Friends"

Monday, Nov. 17

11
11
11
12

A student applied for a credit
card between Dec. 9. 1999. and
May 22. 2000, and never
received it. The student received
a collection notice of a single
charge that was past due. The
larceny ot the credit card
currently is under investigation
In other matters, campus police
report the following:

Generation Dean at JMU will host Don Hover former
lieutenant governor of Virginia and national treasurer for the
Howard Dean for President campaign, in Taylor 305, from 4
to 5 p.m. Information will be provided concerning voter
u'gistration in Virginia and how students can be involved in
the presidential election I or mom information contact Adam
at omnihn$ual®hotmii:

[heSign I anguage Qub will meet in Zane ShowkarHall
room 242. at 7:."U) P.m I ot more information e-m.nl M.ifctfie
Miller at miUc2mc

Petty Larceny
Non-student Omar D. Lee, 28,
of Hamsonburg, was arrested
and charged with theft and
resisting arrest on South Main
Street Nov. 11 at 7:15 p.m.
A JMU student reported the larceny of a bike trom the bike
rack at Theatre II Nov. 11
between 8:35 and 9:30 p.m.

12

SPORTS

Men s basketball
deteats E A sports
Men's soccer player Mark
Totten earns honors

13
13
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Submitting events to the
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Today
Mostly Sunny
High 66 Low 47

Tuesday
Scattered T-Storms
64/55

Thursday
Mostly Sunny
58/38

Wednesday

Friday

Showers/Wind
57/35

Mostly Cloudy
63/40

MARKET WATCH
AsofdoeeanFndBy.No. 14 2003
DOW JONES

AMEX

•17.38

-4.49

close 2833 85

dose 1073 17

-37 09

sap soo
-8.06

close 1930 26

dose 1050 35

HOY*

does

FUN FACT

The addition of a
new sculpture on
the Duke Hall Lawn
last week attracts
the attention of
Junior Shareen
Farahanl. The lawn
Is home to the a
sculpture garden,
which features a
selection of works
created by various
nationally recognized artists.

WEATHER
.-

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Breeze is pubtahed Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson editor
Mailing address:
The Mais
Gl Anthony-Seeger HaN
MSC6B05
Jamee Madison University
Hamsonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 56*6127 Fas: (540) 56*6736
E-Mail address: the bmeieQ/muedu
Breeze Net: Wp Avmv'neOreezeOfp
Bookkeeper
Susan Srnffleo

Receptionist
Align M Mnonsi

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 46

t
shut PloMetry to limit the event description to no more than 50 «

on phone numbers
Style x8t3IS1
News «S6699
xM041
Opmon/Foajs. «B-3846
Sports nS-6709
PhOtO/OrSOniCS XM749

Businesi/TachnotOfly
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

Number ol parking tickets
issued between Aug. 25 and
Nov. 13: 11,253

of the Day

On average,
a healthy person

passes gas

16 times a day.

MISSION
The Breeze the
studenl-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community. The
Breeze strives to be
impart.* and fair in Its
reporting and firmly
believes In its First
Amendment nghts.

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager
Lauren Kinelski

Assistant Ads
Manager
MattLastner

Advertising
Executives:
Jason Brown
Steve Doherty
Ryan Pagan
■bjejbai KIT'.
Jessica Lapierre

Advertising
Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
L vi IrertMM
Joan Massaro
JSjrnaa Mature ■
Jess Woodward

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
a.m and 5 pm.
■ Cost $3 00 for the first 10 words, $2
for each adOrtionai 10 words: boxed
classified. $10 per column Inch,
■ Deadlines, noon Friday for Monday
issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
m The Breeze office

Spring Break sound right about now??

Ditch the books and come party with Beach Ufelll

Jamaica
Cancun

Book before Dec 15th and $avell
Sell trips, earn cash, travel free!!

Acapulco

Awesome Group Discounts

Bahamas
Florida

434 - 2515
Radio Dispatched
Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

Packages from BWI starting at $52911

www.BeachLlfeVacation8.com

1.800.733.6347
442.8123

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

iMMiiiim

U|ll IIIIK'I I |Sl

Specializing in glasses, conkn :ts im incline.
colored contacts and bifocal contacts
>Exams foi cataracts. Glaucoma, i .
disease and foreign body removal

Yo*r ni H«r«

OPEN TUE -SAT • WALK-INS WELCOMED
2160 A JOHN WATLAND HWi
BESIDE WAL-MART VISION CENTER ON 4Z SOOTH

Br««7« M*rt/?intf

ys

%^ ' S**

-%

hair

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

$6.00 Haircuts
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing

At (he intersection of
Port Republic Road

Now Open 24-7
Featuring Liberty Gas
Kegs Available

and Neff Avenue

Accepting FLEX!
For Everything
(excludes alcohol)

Bring in this coupon to receive a great deal!
Hours
M-W 7 00-5-30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fn 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

434-4844

33 West, Hamsonburg
Directly across from Rockmgham New Holland

BUY ONE SANDWICH,
GET ONE FREE!
Good for one week only — 11/17- 11 /24/03
Good at Spanky's downtown anytime and Spank)\ Bxpreu after 11 a.m.

"1

MONDAY. NOV.

All talk

NEWS

After 40-straight hours of debate,
Republicans fail to break a
Democratic filibuster about three
controversial court nominations.

■«

OUND

~*T

"Throughout this operation, we are
communicating with the Iraqi people ...'
MARTIN DEMPSEY

U.S. Brig. Gen.

Senate rejects judicial nominees

Sessions explain
changes to e-campus
Students can learn about s>
campus's future changes
through a one-hour session
available now until Jan. 15.
E-campus will be upgraded
in areas including "registration,
grades, financial aid, degree
progress and admissions,"
according to a JMU News Nov.
15 press release.
Student sessions will be held
Nov. 17 in Taylor Halt room 402,
from A to 5 p.m., Nov. 18 in the
College Center Allegheny room
from 11 a.m. to noon, and Nov. 24
in ZaneShowker Hall, mom 109,
from 630 to 7:30 p.m.
Faculty sessions will be held
at separate times.
Students can access a*
complete set of dates, times
and locations through the
I Ml Web site.
Suggestions for fine-tuning
and improving the e-campus
site can be sent to Robin Bryan,
director of information systems, at bryanra.
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BY HF.LEN DEWAR
The Washington Post

_ _..

CHIX'K KLNNKDY/An/jc/u Ridder Tnhunr
Sen. Ted Kennedy and Sen. Minority Leader Tom Daschle,
left, talk to reporters about judicial confirmations Nov. 13.

Senate Democrats got the last
word after nearly 40 hours erf nonstop debate over President George
W. Bush's judicial nominations
Friday as they brushed aside
Republican charges of "obstructionism" and blocked two more
appeals court nominees.
But, both parties agreed that
the fight is far from over, vowing
to continue the struggle over
judgeships that Republicans said
could wind up with both k?gal
and legislative efforts to bar filibusters aimed at blocking confir-

mation of judicial nominees.
Democrats will "continue to
resist any Neanderthal that is
nominated by this president"
for the federal courts, said Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.
Angrily
condemning
Kennedy for use of the word
"Neanderthal" in reference to
Bush's nominees. Republicans
said they will continue pushing
for confirmation (rf Bush's choices. "We simply can't tolerate" continued filibusters, said Majoritv
Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn
Responding to the vote.
Bush issued a statement saying
the Democrats' "i»bstructionist

Harrisonburg Rotary
Club hosts speakers
The Harrisonburg Rotary
Club will be hosting speakers for
the remainder of November.
Joe Ferguson will be speaking
today on the Rotary Foundation,
an international humanitarian
organization, at noon at the Four
Points Sheraton.
For more information on
the Rotary Club visit the
Rotary International Web silt'
at wunu.rotdnf.org. For more
information
on
the
Harrisonburg Rotary Club contact Terry Rhodes at 433-2115
during business hours.

WASHINGTON, D.C.
(The Los Angeles Times) —
The images of the amputees
and burn victims stand out,
a tragic irony of an important advance in military
protective gear
The new armored vests
that U.S. soldiers are wearing in this war protect the
human torso and have
saved countless lives, but
often at a terrible price.
One day last week, all
but 20 of the 250 beds at the
center were taken up with
casualties of the war. Fifty
of them have lost limbs —
often more than one.
Dozens more suffer burns
and shrapnel wounds thai
begin where their armored
vests ended
On average, they are 23
years old.
Many would have died
except for their Kcvlar
vests, a 9-millimeter handgun or fragments from a
grenade. There have been
more wounded — and over
a longer period — than the
hospital exported'

J

B> JOSH WHITE
The Washington Post
Jurors considering the murder charges against sniper suspect John Allen Muhammad
deliberated for four hours Friday
without reaching a verdict, and
their discussions are scheduled
h > a tntinue Monday morning.
While emphasizing that it's
extremely difficult to read anything into the length of jury
deliberations, attorneys in
Muhammad's case said they
believe jurors are taking their
time to look at a massive
amount of evidence from three
weeks of testimony. Jumrs also
have the task of applying a
Mrksl oi complex and hotly
debated legal concepts that
took up the bulk of the closing
arguments Thurs.l.i\
Prince William County
Circuit Court Judge LeRoy
Millette sent the 12-member
l«iry kttta ■< dsUbSfStton r«K>m .At
9:05 a.m.. turning to the panel
and saying, "The case is now
in your haftpsV
Other than asking a single
question of the judge just before
noon, jurors spent the day
plowing thmugh a pile of physical evidence and 16 days of testimony and legal arguments.
Their fob now is to sift thmugh
the words of almost 150 witnesses and nearly 500 individual pieces of evidence, from
forensics reports to the .223-caliber Bushm.ister rifle linked by
witnesses to the Washington,
D.C.-area sniper -.Livings.
The jury asked one question
related to its access to that evidence, as it apparently couldn't
ban to audio tapes. Prosecutors
entered into evidence recorded
items such as 911 tapes from victims and witnesses, a call the
sniper suspects made to an FBI
hotline, and a message on a digital voice recorder found in
Muhammad's 1990 Chevrolet
Caprice- whsTt lv was arrested in

Friends and family members mourn at a funeral Nov. 13 after U.S. Army soldiers riddled a truck with bullets In Fallufah. Iraq.

U.S. forces launch bold offensive
Shelling sends shock waves through Iraqi capital, towns
BY DREW BROWN AND
JEFF WILKF.NSON

Knight Ridder Tribune
U.S. forces stepped up a bold, yet
risky, new offensive to stamp out the Iraqi
insurgency last Thursday.
Shelling began at dusk — sending
shock waves through the capital — as
American soldiers fired at least eight mortar shells into a clothes-dyeing factory that
had been attacked the night before.
At 7 p.m., 1st Armored Division soldiers fired mortar and artillery shells at
two more sites in Baghdad that officials
suspected had been used to launch rockets and mortars at coalition compounds,
said Capt. Dave GeTcken, a spokesman

for the 1st Armored Division.
In a separate attack, an AC-130U
"Spooky" gunship used 105 mm cannons and 40 mm machine guns to
destroy a former Republican Guard
building in Baghdad's a) Farat neighborhood. Dozens of distant explosions
could be heard around 9:30 p.m.
Gercken said insurgents had used
the building to attack the 1st
Armored Division.
Brig. Gen. Martin Dempsey, the
commander of the 1st Armored
Division, said the operations were
based on an analysis of recent palterns of enemy activity and were
designed with enough precision to
minimize civilian casualties.

"Throughout this operation, we are
communicating with the Iraqi people to
let them know that these combat operations are being executed on their
behalf," Dempsey said in a statement.
The
strikes,
which
began
Wednesday night, are part of operation "Iron Hammer," which senior
officials said would intensify in
coming weeks.
The first strike came after I st Armored
Division soldiers saw mortar rounds
being fired from a van in the gritty town
of Abu Ghraib, about 15 miles west of
Baghdad. An Apache helicopter gunship
followed the van out of town and
see ATTACKS, page 4

October 21102.

Online job search may violate privacy laws
Advanced military gear
protects soldiers

, S/.A 1/7 ;i. .

Sniper trial
verdict not
reached yet

Council presents news
media awards Wednesday
I*re5enting its annual media
awards, the Public Relations
Council of the Shenandoah
Valley will honor members of the
news media Wednesday night
These awards "honor
career achievement in the
media
and
outstanding
achievement m the media
during the past year," according to a Nov. 13 press release
from the PRC of the
Shenandoah Valley.
There will be two Career
Achievement Awards. One
goes to Bob Corso and the other
to Richard Parker.
Jeff Ishee will receive the
Dutch inding
Media
Achievement Award for his
work with WSVA radio and
being the host and producer of
the weekly TV show "Virginia
Farming" on WVPT-TV.
The award ceremony
will take place at the Daily
Grind Restaurant in downtown Harrisonburg.

tactics are shameful, unfair and
... all too common."
Friday's votes bring to six the
number of nominees that
Democrats have blocked out of a
total of 172 Bush nominations to
the federal judiciary that have
been acted on by the Senate so
far. Democrats contend the six
are lOO l'leolognally rigid in
their
conservatism,
while
Republicans argue they're mainstream lawyers who fail
While it takes only I simple
majority of 51 to confirm a nomimv it takes K) votes to break a

BY ASHLEY DINGES
The Michigan Daily
Students and job seekers
who post their resumes on
Internet databases may want
to think twice before they do it
again, according to a study
released Tuesday.
The study, conducted by the
World Privacy Fonim, states
that professional job search Web
sites are not the only ones violating privacy laws — even
some internship and scholarship Web sites may be breaking
the rules in their a>uecbon of
personal information.
The study raises questions
regarding pifcsible privacy violations — such as distribution
(rf information to third parties
— and specifically dies Web
sites www.r~astYJeb.com and
wanv.FJiyon.cotn.
Pam Dixon, principle
investigator in the study, originally worked for the Privacy
Foundation of the University
of Den\ er, but left to create her
own organization, the World
Privacy Forum. The forum
was launched Tuesday with
the release of the stud v. whuh
commenced in 2001.
"I posted 25 resumes

entation and whether they are
HTV positive. These questions
fall into the category of Equal
Employment
Opportunity
informatirti, which is covered
in Title VII
Because sites such as
FastWeb do not deal directly
with employers, they technically do not fall under the
liins.lhlion Of Title VII. Yet ,
/ would receive e-mails according to the study, if stuopt tor it, the services
from sites, thanking me dents
will forward their information
for the submission of to potential employers. The
study also raises questions
my resume...
because FastWeb is a division
of Monster com Inc., an
— Pam Dixon employment service.
World Privacy Forum study conductor
"Even though FastWeb is
owned by wiinv.Monstcr.toni.
our database of student profiles Is not shared with
One of the main concerns Monster FastWeb has its own
of the study is whether these privacy policy," said Baird
resume sen, ices violate Tide Johnson, vice president and
VllotthelS t ml Rights Act general manager of I astWcb
of 1964, which makes it
In response to the pdvaq of
unlawful for an employer to questions asked in the student
offer employment or fire an profiles, liaird said it is necesemployee based on race, color, sary because some scholarships
n ligion, sex or national ongin. are based on aspects such as
But sites such as the scholar- sexual orientation.
ship
search
engine
"We have to ask those
wuHV.FastWebxom ask students qusstkiM so we can make
questions about their sexual ori- sure students of that orientaonline, and I found that they
were being shared. I would
receive e-mails from sites.
thanking me for the submission of my resume, when I
hedlt'l submitted it in the first
place," Dixon said.

-66

tion have the opportunity to
receive certain scholarships.
We never release that information to employers," B.ni.1 laid
The study also claimed
that, if strictly followed,
the privacy policy conceivably could allow the
company to share students' personal information with anyone.
In addition, Baird said
the forum never contacted
FastWeb to verify that the
company truly practiced
any of the techniques the
study implied.
Baird also said "thousands" of University of
Michigan students use the
service, such as junior Rich
Everson. "The only scholarships it found me were
completely general and
would have been available
to almost anyone," Everson
said.
The main concern of
Dixon and the researchers
was that technology is
increasing more rapidly
than the government can
control. "One of our nab is
to have the government
look more closely at this
issue," Dixon said.

I

Prosecutors said during the
trial that the language from the
LitN'i rpffafrfllWI resembled the
language of the notes the sniper
suspects left at three crime scenes
in Maryland and Virginia- The
notes demanded S10 million to
stop the killings. Jurors heard
tapes duitVj the trial that witnesses said matched the voices of
Miih.imm.ikl, 42, and his alleged
ODConipkehx LM Boyd Malvo,
18. Jurors heard Muhammad's
VOioi during the first two days of
testimony, whik' he temporarily
see CHARGES, i>age 4

<il DKtil ItKIDOKS/
Knight RuUtrt tnhunr
John Allan Muhammad, ths
alleged laadsr of a two-psrson anlpsr team In
Washington, D.C, currsntly
stands trial.
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Alternate routes from drunk driving

ATTACKS: Shellings have
caused 'relatively little damage'
ATTACKS, from page 3

AMY P*TT3tSON/.,m.»;*.»<>lra(*f>
Members of the Interactive panel discuss drinking and driving In a "You've dot the Right
Route Baby Uhh Huh!" lecture Nov. 12 In Health and Human Services Buidlng room 1301.
This event was sponsored by the Hearth 458 Campus Alcohol Planning Committee

SENATE: Parties argue over votes
SENATE, from |

filibuster in order to Kl to
a confirmation vote So Mr
the 51-member GOP majority has been unable to pick
up enough Oemocr.itu
vote> tO pre\ ill in .in\ of
the showdown*
In back-to-b.K"k votes of
53-43, Democrats sustained
filibusters blocking elevation
of Los Angeles Superior
Court Judge Carolyn Kuhl to
the San Francisco-based U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Mth
Circuit
and
California
Supreme Court Justice Janice
Rogers Brown-to the federal
appeals court for the District
of Columbia circuit.
In an attempt to portray
Democrats as rejecting the
female nominees. Republicans
aKo forced a fourth vote
on the nomination of Texas
Supreme Court Justice
PrUdlla Owen, tapped by
Bush for the 5th Circuit
court in New Orleans
ivmocrats
also
have
blocked U.S. District Judge
Charles
Pickering
of
Mississippi, Alabama Attorney
General William Pryor and
Washington lawyer Miguel
\ strada, who withdrew his
nomination in September.

On the three votes
Friday, all Republicans
voted for Bush's nominees,
joined by two Democrats —
Zell Miller of Georgia and
Ben Nelson of Nebraska.
Meanwhile, as Republk.ias
were accusing I Vrmxrats of
plotting to hold up other
nominees, including James
I von Holmes, a district court
nominee from Arkansas, Sen.
Mark Pryor, D-Ark., who
supports Holnus. ulaed tlu
Senate to schedule a vote on
his nomination.
Republicans refused,
saying they were working
on an agreement for OOMfcf
eration of the nomination,
which has been pending
before the Senate since May.
Some
Republicans
are
known to be cool about
Holmes because 0. his conservative record and writings about abortion and
women's role in societ\
The 39-hour talkathon
—longest nonstop debate
since a 57-hour session
over campaign finance legislation in 1988 — began at
h p.m. Wednesday and
continued until 9 a.m.
Friday, shortly before the
voting started. Democrats

were allotted half the total
time and spent much of it
talking
about
Bush's
record on job creation.
Republicans,
arguing
that the United States
C onshtution doesn't impose
a super-majority for judicial
confirmations, accused the
Democrats of unconstitutional abuse of their prerogatives in blocking nominees
who had the support of a
majority of senators.
"This is petty politics ...
cheap politics ... that can lead
to more partisan division in
the Senate," said Judiciary
Committee Chairman Orrin
Hatch, R-L'tah
Democrats
contended
that Republicans blocked
many of former President
Bill Clinton's nominees in a
variety of ways, and said
they only were blocking
nominees who could not be
trusted to rule fairly on
issues such as abortion, civil
rights and worker protections among other issues.
Sen. Charles Schumer, DN.Y., described the stalled
nominees as "so far out of
the mainstream they would
take America back to the
mils — or the 1890s."
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attacked it. killing two suspected guerrillas and injuring three
others. Five other suspected
insurgents were captured, along
with an 82 mm mortar tube,
said Lt. Col. George Krivo, a
coalition military spokesman.
About a half-hour later,
Bradley armored vehicles from
the 2nd Armored Calvary
Regiment and an AC-130
"Spectre" gunship destroyed
the "Al Jazeera ClothesDyeing Company" in the
southern Baghdad suburb of
Sadia. Krivo said intelligence
indicated that insurgents were
storing mortar rounds and
other munitions there.
A Defense Department
statement issued in Washington,
D.C., said the warehouse was a
"known meeting, planning,
storage and rendezvous point
for belligerent elements currently conducting attacks on coalition forces and infrastructure."
In a third strike, soldiers
with the 1st Armored Division
fired 155 mm howitzer shells at
a "terrorist mortar team" that

had lobbed several niunds in
the direction of the Green Zone,
,i- the main coalition compound
in Baghdad is known.
Earlier in the day, coalition
officials moved to secure
Baghdad by closing the 14th
of July Bridge.
The moves against the
insurgency are highly risky
because of the danger of hitting civilian targets and turning more of the population
against the coalition
"It will bring chaos," said
Hazim al Jumaily, a member
of the security committee
for the Fallujah Tribal
Council "Chaos."
Some senior coalition
officials are expressing
reservations over the new
strategy, agreeing that it
could cause the insurgency
to spiral out of control.
"The message is we're coming," said one senior official,
who asked not to be named. "In
the next few weeks, we're going
to test the waters."
Dozens of relatives and
neighbors held a funeral

Thursday for four men and a
boy whom American troops
killed Tuesday night in Fallujah.
The military said the five
were part of a group that paratroopers with the 82nd
Airborne Division foiled in an
attempt to attack the Jordanian
Hospital in Fallujah and a
nearby U.S. military camp.
But, at the funeral, KJialid
Khalifa al Munwar, a 65year-old chicken farmer, said
the soldiers killed his three
sons and two grandsons
after they apparently failed
to stop their truck, which
was loaded with chickens.
The truck sat a few blocks
away from the funeral tent,
riddled with more than 200
bullets, the cab splattered with
blood and brains.
The youngest victim, Khalid
MajedKhalid,was8.
"My sons are dead. My
grandsons are dead. Where is
the freedom?" al Munwar said,
his voice filled with rage. "I
want God to punish the
Americans. God will punish
them and give us revenge."

CHARGES: Jury deliberates facts
CHARGES, from page 3

served as his own attorney.
Millette said jurors were
interested in listening to the 911
tapes, which included a wrenching call from Linda Franklin's
husband at the scene of her
death at a Home Depot store in
Fairfax County Oct 14, 2002,
and the painful wails of
Muhammad Rashid, who seriously was injured outside a
Brandywine, Md., liquor store
Sept. 15,2002.
Those attacks were part of a
two-month series of 16 shootings that prosecutors presented
to the jury. Muhammad is
charged with two counts of
capital murder in the Oct. 9,
2002, slaying of Dean Meyers at
a Prince William gas station.
He's charged under two prosecution theories — that he killed
Meyers and at least one other

person in a three-year period
and that Meyers' slaying was
an act of terrorism designed to
intimidate the public or influence the government.
The jury returned to the courtroom just after 1 p.m. to break for
the weekend. Millette issued his
customary instructions about
avoiding media coverage and
general discussion about the case,
saying the instructions take on
new importance now that the
jury is deliberating.
Several of the jurors looked to
the row of victims' relatives in the
courtroom gallery when they
entered. None of them appeared
to look directly at Muhammad.
Peter
Greenspun
and
Jonathan Shapiro, Muhammad's
attorneys, spent Friday morning
meandering through the courthouse, stopping in courtrooms
to check out other local criminal

cases being tried.
Jurors have three choices.
They could convict Muhammad
of capital murder, which carries a
possible death sentence; they
could convict him of the lesser
charge of first-degree murder; or
they could find him not guilty. If
they convict him of capital murder, prosecutors will argue that
Muhammad should be sentenced
to death, and his defense team
will fight to save his life. That
process probably would require
about a week of additional testimony and then another round of
jury deliberations.
If jurors convict Muhammad
of first-degree murder, they will
have the option of recommending a maximum sentence of life
in prison. Muhammad also is
charged with conspiracy to
commit murder and with a
firearms violation.
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FIRE: Blaze causes evacuation of nearby area
FIRE, from page I

AMY PATKKSON/«™(.rp*r*>jni/*rr
Red-shirt junior tailback Pervl* Blnns (34) rushes toward
the sideline during Saturday's win against the Buccaneers.

DUKES: JMU crushes
Charleston Southern
DUKES, from page I

Harrison said he was surprised at how open he was in the
first half, but also it can be attributed to the play calling. "[The
early lead] was real good," he
said. "To get the momentum
going in our favor, it seemed like
we could just roll on after we got
out to that big lead."
The route was on, and
JMU was up 14-0 eight minutes into the game.
LcZotte and the offense continued to move the ball against
the Buccaneers, as their next possession lasted 24 seconds.
Once again, LeZotte found
Harrison wide open down the
field for another 38 yards.
Harrison was tackled at the 1yard line, but, on the next play
LeZotte capitalized on a quarterback sneak for a 1-yard score.
JMU's defense continued to
stop the Buccaneers, except for
one drive during the second quarter when the Charleston
Southern offense moved 89 yards
in 11 plays. The Buccaneers finished the 5:21-minute scoring
drive with a 4-yard touxhdown
run by tailback Robert Adams.
A 31-7 halftime lead for the
Dukes was all it needed to hand
Charleston Southern its 10th loss
of the season, while improving
to 6-5 overall. JMU piled on 250
yards of total offense and was a
perfect 4-4 in the red zone. The

-*■ -

early lead never was challenged
by Charleston Southern, as JMU
shut out the Buccaneers in the
second half.
However, the Dukes still
tacked on two more touchdowns to give them the final
margin of victory.
Coach Mickey Matthews was
happy for the win, but said he
still was crushed from the kws to
the University of New
Hampshire the week before.
"Regardless of who you play,
you have to execute," Matthews
said. "We were coming off a very
tough loss up there (New
Hampshire), and that is very
hard to come back from, I think.
"Today's game — offensively
— was kind of the way we
played this year offensively. 1
thought we were very consistent," he added.
A scary moment in the game
occurred when red-shirt sophomore comerback Bnxe Johnson
was injured on a play during the
second half. Johnson was taken off
the field, placed in an ambulance,
and taken to Rockingham
Merruwial Hospital.
MaraVws said Johnson suffered a severe stinger in his neck.
Johnson was released from
RMH Saturday evening and
walked out of the hospital under
his own strength. Matthews is
unsure if Johnson will play in
the season finale Saturday.

and it currently is under
investigation
"It could have been anything," he said.
As of 1:45 a.m., the fire
departments still were working tin the "hot spots," which
Larry Shifflett defined as the
UNI th.it still were smoldering inside the building.
Nobody was injured in the
fire, Larry Shifflett said.
Before midnight, streets
were closed from the intersection of Bluestone Drive .ind
South Main Street up to Port
Republic Road.
"I was just going on a
Wendy's run, and I walked
down the road and was like,
'What's
this?"'
junior
Brandon Call said.
Buffalo Wild Wings, which
is located next door to JMU
Financial Services, was evacuated at about 1130 p.m.
"We've got smoke coming
into our building," said Rob
McKinney, a BW3 server.
JMU and Harrisonburg
Police, as well as Campus
Cadets, surrounded the
Medical Arts Building, which is

-64
I was just going on a
Wendy's run, and I walked
down the road and was
like, 'What'sthis?'
-Brandon Call
junior

95
next to the Financial Services
Building, to keep the crowds of
students under control.
"I have no idea what's
going on — I'm just here to
help," said senior Chris Steidel,
a Campus Cadet who was off
duty at the time, but saw the
smoke after leaving Carrier
Library around 11:30 p.m.
Senior Ryan Salvatore,
who lives off Harrison Street,
said he was not worried
about any smoke or fire damage to his house.
"When I first [got to the fire),
I thought BW3s was burning
down," Salvatore said. "But,
now I'm not worried. It was just
JMU's building."

Phmrn by DREW Wit-Si >\
teruut ithukiKniptrr
Above, a
Harrisonburg Fir©
Department ladder
truck pulls Into an
ajolnlng parking lot
next to the Financial
Services Building.
Left, bystanders look
on as firefighters
battle the flames.

AUCTION: Nov. 19
BLUESTONE: Book
cutoff date for donations continues its success
AUCTION, from page l

Various items are open for
bidding, including men's basketball
season
tickets,
Christmas ornaments, gift
cards and weekend getaways.
Items can be donated to
the auction until -Nov. 19 at
the ADP office in the Paul
Street House. Ideal donation
would have a minimum
value of £25, according to an
Oct. 29 press release.
Highest bidders will be
notified by the ADP office to
determine if items should be
picked up or mailed. Cost of
shipping and handling will be
added to the purchase.
Proceeds from the auction
are split three ways, with
funds
equally
divided

between
the
Elizabeth
Finlayson Scholarship, the
Bachelor of individualized
Study Alumni Chapter and the
JMU Adult Degree Program.
Finlayson was a faculty
member at JMU who pioneered the program in the late
1970s. The BIS Alumni
Chapter started the silent auction in order to achieve its
goal of attaining $25,000 by
the year 2002 in celebration of
the 25th year of the ADP.
The fund achieved its goal
and now is endowed at about
$25,000. This partially is a
result of the auctions, according to the release.
For more information, visit
the Web site or call x 8-6824.
— complied from staff reports

BLUESTONE, from page 1

the book stand out from other
schools and win awards,
Deputy said. The yearbook
staff holds weekly meetings
and puts in long hours to meet
its deadlines, she added.
Senior Morgan Riehl, photography editor for this year's
book, said, "The editorial
board is always experienced.
We do what it takes to get it
done well, not just done."
Senior Kristin Short, copy
editor for this year's yearbook,
said, "This isn't just an
extracurricular activity for us
— this is our life."
This year, the editorial
board and staff are wrorking on
continuing the success of previous years. "With the experi-

A

"And I helped'

FALL

Friday, Nov. 21

JM 8pmgathe
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ence of last year's staff, we are
going to continue the success,"
Deputy said.
Indellicate satd they are looking at past layouts and designs
to help with this year's book.
"We are trying to kx>k at our
past yearbooks and are trying
to learn from them," she said.
"Each one of us on the editorial
board brings something new to
the book. We all have our
strengths that will return as to
Gold Crown status." The
Golden Crown award is for the
best yeanbook in the country
Those interested in writing
for the Bluestone should e-mail
shortkn, those who want to
take photos e-mail riehlma and
those who want to help design
the txx>k e-mail greenhp.
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No one should assume that the announcement
will cause the attacks against U.S. forces to cease.
The mixture of Baathists and foreigners attacking
U.S. troops are not fighting for Iraqi sovereignty.
t»* house •drtorial,

OPINION
HOUSE
I1UUSE

... scientists are doing the very thing
they accuse creationists of — namely.
abandoning dispassionate inquiry in
their preference for blinding dogma.
JON ANDERSON

graduate student
sea column, botow

EDITORIAL

Military, election campaigns blend as president looks to 2004
murinplv fails to
tnu>«>
The American nuhlir
public routinely
see
the drastic changes in policy that President
George W. Bush's administration performs
without fear of public anger. The administration's new plan to transfer sovereignty
over to an Iraqi government by the summer
of 2004 is a blatant example of the administration attempting to cut losses and run from
a bad situation with no favorable end in
sight — something Bush said only two
weeks ago that this country would not do.
A day before gubernatorial and legislative elections were held in several states,
Bush spoke in Birmingham, Ala., concerning
the minor hostilities occurring in Iraq, as
reported in the Nov. 4 issue of The
Washington Post. The day before, an attack
on a helicopter killed 16 soldiers.
Bush said America would "finish what
we have begun" and that "America will
never run. America will do what is necessary to make our country more
secure." Though more attacks might
come against U.S. soldiers, Bush said,
"We will not be intimidated."
Now, two weeks later, the administration announces plans that will give an
Iraqi interim government full sovereignty, according to yesterday's issue of The
Washington Post. Such a transfer of power
could result in sizable troop reductions.
This decision would make sense if the
situation in Iraq was improving daily. This
is not the case. Since Bush's declaration that
America "will not be intimidated," 56
Americans have died in Iraq. That's an
average of four per day. That doesn't seem
to be a sign of improvement.
Yesterday's edition of The Washington
Post also reported that there are, on average, over 30 attacks against U.S. forces
every day in Iraq. That doesn't seem to be
a sign of decreased hostilities.
By transferring sovereignty before a
constitution is written, the U.S. occupation
authority relinquishes the ability to guarantee a democratic system for Iraq — one

of the
the reasons
n'lsnn, *h*»
InitoH s»r»r<sc
of
the IUnited
States urent
went tr\
to
war in the first place. The authority also
loses the power to ensure basic freedoms of
speech, religion, association and the press.
No one should assume that the announcement will cause the attacks against U.S.
forces to cease. The mixture of Baathists and
foreigners attacking U.S. troops are not fighting for Iraqi sovereignty.
The attackers target U.S. forces so that
they can kill U.S. forces. The deaths of
U.S. soldiers are both the means and the
objective. The guerrilla attacks against
U.S. troops are designed to drive the
American forces out of Iraq.
Giving sovereignty to an interim Iraqi
government will not stop the attacks. It
may cause them to increase, since such a
dramatic departure from previous statements by the administration signals a
weakness and fear of increased casualties
that only will embolden the guerrillas.
U.S. soldiers will be targets until they
leave Iraq. After U.S. forces flee, the
resistance movement then will turn its
gun barrels on whatever interim government America props up.
That won't matter to Americans or Bush,
who desperately wants to have the troops
home before the presidential election next
year. It is sad that the entire Iraqi campaign
appears planned and coordinated to coincide with domestic election cycles.
Two weeks ago, America was fighting
in Iraq in order to establish democracy
and freedom throughout the Middle
East. Now the United States will fight
just long enough to set up a new government — and get out before the American
people elect a president.
Sadly, Bush seems more than willing to
sacrifice the democratic future of the Iraqi
people and the entire Middle East in
exchange for four more years in the
White House. Bush never has stopped
running — for reelection. In a sense, running is all Bush knows how to do.

■ Of My Worldview

Debate over origins of
life depends on belief
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Pat...

JonAnderson

Dart...

A "way-to-keep-your-pledges-alive" pat
to the sororities that were able to conduct
successful initiation parties without sending anyone to the hospital.
From a amor sorority sister who has been doing
this for a tohile and is proud lu say that her chapter s
pledges can remember their initiation experience.

Dart..

A"you-better-not-knock-off-an-ABCstore-with-my-plates-on-your-car" dart
to the impromptu thief who jacked my
license plate off the front of my car.
From a bewildered driver who was only in
the parking garage for 20 minutes and hopes
to eradicate all plate theft.

Pat...

A "this-isn't-'Grand-Theft-Auto-Iir" dart
to the cra/ed freak who almost highjacked a
car Saturday night.
From a sophomore who suggests you pay
more attention to who is driving before you
attempt to climb in a car.

Pat...

A "way-to-represent-the-motherlands"
pat to the Asian Student Union for putting
on yet another successful culture show
From a senior wlm enjoyed all of the performances, but was bummed nl not winning the gift
cert ftcate for great Asian food.

Dart...

A "thanks-for-buying-us-our-wake-upcall" pat to my professor for taking his students out for coffee instead of having class.
From a grateful senior who loves the opportunity not to hike up the hill to IS AT
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A "why-must-you-be-tho-banc-of-ourexistencc" dart to the police officers who
broke up our party Saturday night.
From four roommates who wonder why tltey
couldn't get a warning befo^ being fined.
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As students, we arc encouraged to consider alternative
points of view and exercise
11 thinking It seems that
to challenge traditional ideas
is ,1 highly valued practice in
universities — that is. until the
critique is focused on the theory of evolution.
Phillip Johnson, author of
Darwin on Trial." observed,
"The view is widespread
among science professors and
administrators that, while freedom of expression and inquiry
is a good thing, critical discussion of the philosophical roots
of Darwinism is religion, which
must be rigorously excluded
from secular uni\.MI
Itis naive to frame the evolution/creation controversy
as pitting objective scientists
on one side and religious
zealot- op the other. A more
accurate view would recognize that deeply held beluts
influence both camps.
The science rmrnal Nature
published a survey of the
National Academy of Sciences
in July 1998 and found that 72
percent of respondents were
atheistic, 21 percent agnostic
and only 7 percent believe in a
personal god. The article
included a statement by the
NAS president, in which he
professed the religious neutrality of the organization. The surveyors then commented, "Our
research suggests otherwise."
The modern scientific community has adopted a philosophy called ''methodological naturalism, which restricts scientific investigation to empirical
phenomenon. This is all well
and good until the natur.ilisti.
approach to inquiry is so
ingrained that scientists reject
the possibility of any othertliaiMiaiiu.il causes.
In the study of origins, natural causes often an1 insufficient to explain empirical phenomenon. Consider, for example, the origin of energy, matter, life and the formation of the
original DNA code. Natural
processes do not account lor

these events. Their existence
suggests creative involvement,
but this possibility is denied.
Instead, an unverifiable belief
purely in natural causes is preferred, and this in the face of
astronomical improbabilities.
I contend that a prior commitment to naturalism is the
reason the creation message is
refused so fiercely. In 1929,
D.M.S. Watson, a leading science writer, said in Nature,
1 volution is a theorv universally accepted, not because it can
he proven by logically coherent
evidence to be true, but because
the only alternative — special
creation — is clearly incredible."
The refusal of creation as a
possibility prevails today Where
it does, scientists are doing the
very thing they accuse creationists of — namely, abandoning
dispassit>nate inquiry in their
preference for blinding dogma.
I Ian and University pnrfessor
Richard lewontin, a leading proponent of evolutionary biology,
expresses the prior commitment
to naturalism when he wrote in
the Jan. 9,1997 issue of 77r New
York Reivw, "It's not that the
methods and institutions of science somehow compel us to
accept a material explanation of
the phenomenal world, but, on
the contrary, that we are forced
by our a priori adherence to
material causes to create an
apparatus of investigation and a
set of concepts that produce
material explanations, no matter
how counterintuitive, no matter
how mystifying to the uninitiated. Moreover, that materialism is
an absolute, for we cannot allow
a divine foot in the door."
I elected to take the human
evolution course at JMU to
examine some of the latest evidence for evolution. On the
first day of class, the professor
stated three times that "evolution is scientifii tact." The professor introduced no challenges to the theory, though
opposing evidence and arguments abound. U-cture, video
and textbooks did, however,
M IBUkV, page 7
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"You must be from
Ireland because
I'm Dublin.''

"/ HHS/I / was a
derivative so I could
be tangent to your
curves "

iEBffStaley

John Giudice

^B&hrnan, accounting

l re simian, economics

"If you were a
booger 1 would
fST t^ pick you first."
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"Did you just fart,
because you blew
me away."

Betty Allen

Lisa Jeffers

graduate, 1DL.S

freshman, sociology

^b» What's the best pick-up line you've ever heard? J^f
BELIEFS: Science can
benefit from both sides
NTS, from page 7
1

the whole creation scimovement as a farce.
\A required textbook for the
i e\ olution course includirticle by the late Stephen
Id. "Evolution as Fact and
■ He wrote, 'The rise of
nisin is politics, pure and
, it represents one issue
Apt the resurgent evangelical
right I le later added that "creation ^aence i> ,i sell contradto'
^■inonsense phrase."
B^nen making these claims,
Id did not bother to examy evidence presented by
nists and point out the
flaw Me merely labeled the
who ovation science moveme,' and their message
»v thy of consideration,
■The other required textk correctly reported thai
teaching of evolution was,
one time, illegal in this
ntry, adding, "We laugh at
ly attempts to control submatter in classrooms."
authors recognized no
itrol" issues with the fact
that we currently prohibit the
Hching of creation theory in
Hpr public schools.
W Though heavy bias blocks
Mi-evolutionist articles in
most science journals, creation
•dentists are producing comptlluig evidence, ana their
.sage is gaining ground.

Recently, a school in England
decided to teach evolution
and creation side by si<je.
This outraged Richard
Dawkins, an Oxford professor
and rabid atheist. During a
radio interview with the British
Broadcasting Corporation in
April 2003, Dawkins said, 'To
call evolution a faith position
equated with creationism is
educational debauchery. It is
teaching something which is
utter nonsense ... These children are being deliberately and
wantonly misled."
Actually, by hearing both
sides of the issue, these children naturally will engage in
critical thinking and debate,
and ultimately will obtain a
deeper understanding of the
subject matter, regardless of
which position they believe.
Charles Darwin agreed. In
his book "The Origin of
Species," Darwin wrote, "I am
well aware that scarcely a single
point is discussed in this volume on which facts cannot be
adduced, apparently leading to
conclusions directly opposite to
those at which I have arrived. A
fair result can be obtained only
by fully stating and balancing
the facts and arguments on
both sides of each question."
Jon Anderson is a graduate
student studying adult human
resource development

Opinion now, opinion tomorrow,
opinion forever.

breezeopinion@hotmail.com

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Intelligent design
theory fails tests,
no new knowledge
To the Editor
The "Breeze Reader's View"
by Andrew Chudy in the Oct.
23 issue of The Breeze offered a
defense of Intelligent Design
theory — a theory intended to
provide an explanation of the
fact that biological entities are
often surprisingly complex
and well suited to their environments or their functions.
The basic idea is easy to
understand — there are biological organisms and systems
in nature that are so complex
and finely tuned to their surroundings or to the functions
they perform that they could
not have evolved by natural
selection. lhe only reasonable
alternative is that they were
designed by an intelligent
being — specifically, God.
This is not a new argument.
Charles Darwin discusses it,
writing in "The Origin of
Species" that to think that
something as complex as an
eye could have evolved by natural selection "seems, I freely
confess, absurd in the highest
possible degree." Modem versions of the argument rely on
fancier examples, like the bacterial flagellum or the proteins
involved in blood-clotting, but
the idea is the same.
Clearly, ID purports to be
a legitimate scientific theory
and a rival to orthodox
Darwinian natural selection.
We, therefore, must evaluate
it by accepted scientific stan-

dards. How does it stand up?
Let's start with the biological
facts that are to be explained. ID
focuses on traits that seem to be
tailored for their functions or
environments, but examples of
such traits are quite rare in
nature. Far more common are
traits that only are adapted adequately to their purposes, or that
have no purpose at all.
A famous example is the
panda's "thumb," which is
used awkwardly to strip bamboo — the animal's only food.
Others are the human spine,
which is not well adapted to
walking upright, or the teeth
that whale embryos develop,
but lose before birth
This is hardly what we
would expect to find if every
animal was designed by an allknowing, all-powerful engineer.
On the other hand, it is exactly
what we would expect if all living things evolved from a common ancestor and if traits are
retained even if they are merely
adequate for their purposes.
A defender of ID might
explain such imperfect traits by
saying that only some traits or
organisms have been designed,
or that the designer is lessthan-perfectly competent. That
kind of suggestion, however,
only highlights another problem for the theory. Any scientific theory makes testable predictions only when joined with
specific supplemental hypotheses. If we choose the supplemental hypotheses carefully,
we can use the basic idea of ID
— that mere is an intelligent
designer — to deduce any biological fact whatsoever.

The problem is that these ing is the idea that, when consupplemental hypotheses are fronted with an intricately
not testable. So, a defender of adapted phenomenon, we
ID might explain why some have to choose between thinktraits are well suited to their ing it came about randomly,
purposes and others are not by and thinking it was designed.
saying that the designer
In fact, natural selection is
designed a trait carefully only if not random in the relevant
it was especially important to sense. The appearance of
him, and that he doesn't think variations within a populawhale teeth — for example — tion or species might be ranare important. But, this sort of dom, but the selection that is
explanation relies on untestable made among those variaassumptions about the design- tions definitely is not raner, and theories that rely on dom. Traits are selected if
untestable assumptions are not they increase an organism's
accepted in science, precisely fitness or suivivability.
because they are untestable.
Another misunderstanding
Testability in general is a concerns the unfinished nature
problem for ID. A serious, of science. Some people argue
testable scientific theory is that, if today's biology cannot
expected to make new, verifi
explain everything, then it is
able predictions, ID, however, completely wrong and should
makes no such predictions.
be rejected, perhaps in favor of
To speak even more gener- ID, which can give the appearally, a fundamental problem ance of explaining everything.
of that theory is its lack of
But this is mistaken. It is no
content. ID claims to give us criticism ol a science to point
explanations, but for 1,000 out that it cannot explain everyyears the theory has had noth- thing — even in physics and
ing to tell us about any partic- math there are unanswered
ular phenomenon except, "It's problems. The right question is
like that because that's how not "What hasn't Darwinism
God made it."
explained?" but rather "What
The contrast between ID has it explained?" If that theory
and Darwinian biology hardly already has a significant record
could be greater. In only 150 of explanatory success, then
years, that theory has that is reason to think it will be
improved our understanding able to make progress with the
of many details of the origin of unanswered problems.
life, the variety and similarity
As it happens, Darwinism
of organisms, the evolution of has a great number of impres
sex, the development of indi- sive accomplishments to its
vidual organisms and so on.
credit. The same cannot be
ID relies for much of its said of ID.
appeal on misunderstandings
Eric Wolf
of biology and the nature of
department of philosophy
science. One misunderstandJames Madison University
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Get ready for the Holidays
make your ex jealous,
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging
1

Todays Birthday (Nov. 17). This year, get rid of the things that are slowing you down. You'll (eel a lot
better as you lighten your load. Allow yourself to rely more on your friends. You'll get a lot more
accomplished and have more fun.

Aries March 21-April 19

Today is a 6 - Your social calendar has
, been more than full - overflowing,
actually Remember that the work you put
off today will still have to be done
tomorrow Pace yourself.

sfr:

Taurus April 20-May 20

14

|
.•■

a» Today is a 7 - As you're getting rid of the
stuff you don't need, be sure to ask around.
Something you've outgrown couJd be
perfect for somebody else. Be generous.

-''

X

M

Cancer June 22-July 22

^A Today is a 6 - Oops! If you've been having
TjpjSr too much Km, you're faring <i tough sirua(t '** tion. You're not prepared for the test today,
and it's unlikely you can fake it. Cram!

«/

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

^ -■» Today is a 6 - Time to get back to work
MJ and bring in the money so that you can
^^^ do fun things. Work out a balance so that
Igh activity interferes with another

j^a Today is a 6 - It's a good time to discuss
Jr the future and to draw up a few plans.
1^\^ Don't avoid the financial aspects. Avoid
unpleasant surprises.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
t m.
-&4tf
'Mj\
awa^kv

liHtay is a 7 - Seems like everybody's
been wanting a little hit ol your attention
II you're feeling stretched, it's time t.>
prioritize - again and again and again.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
-^aV
Today is a 7 - You're good at providing for
(iL^k) others without even being asked, Let
^g^ someone return the favor.
—Tribune Media Services
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Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle
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What passes
before the sun
_ but casts no
shadow?
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Answer lo last issue's riddle
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
^^ Today is a 7 - Getting out to visit with friends
f^v would rv pleasant A change of saiM'rv iv
Q?^p gi>od, but don't tell them everything.

'

'

'1

Today is a 7 - It won't be long before you
get back into a practical frame of mind.
Right now, the money is burning a hole in
your pocket, so boycott the mall.

"
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Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec 21

7

|
"
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nlnl May 21-June 21
Today is a 6 - Don't depend on technology to get an important |ob done. Make
sure you have a backup plan in case
machinery breaks down.
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Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^■kt Today IM5 • Allow yourself a break. Your
^Jlu place -.htmld be looking nice by now, so
ff If play host. A nice dinner for you and the
ones you love would energize everyone.

m

-i

A>

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

mg Today is a 6 - Don't schedule meetings or
^■SB* luncheon ilati-s You have too much work
}y/j ahead. Its much smarter for you to get prepared so that you're not taken by surprise.

2

ACROSS
1 News article
5 "Trees" or
"Birches"
9 Put off
14 Musical
postscript
15 Jazzy
Fitzgerald
16 Pope's fanon
17 Valhalla leader
18 Deion's
nickname
19 Shields film,
__ Nevada"
20 Unlikely to win
23 Gray shade
24 Gallery display
25 Angehco
28 Fords and
Dodges
31 Musical piece
36 Dice toss
38
bene
40 Bet
41 Unlikely to win
44 Pilfer
45 Broncos'
kicker Jason
46 Ballplayer
Moises
47 Religious
recluse
49 Exile isle

51 Afore
52 West of
Hollywood
54 Stimpy's pal
56 Unlikely to win
65 Of acreage
66 Of the mouth
67 Nastase of
tennis
68 Lip-flapping
woman
69 Child's toy
70 Author George
71 _and
Gomorrah
72 Kett of comics
73 Adam's
grandson

'
M

61

■

P I1
■

1l

6?

83

M

I

DOWN
1 Windows image
2 Commotion
3 Correct copy
4 Craze
5 Predilection
6 Vegetable-oil
spread
7 North Carolina
university
8 Marine ray
9 City center
10PartofQED
11 Clinton
appointee
Guinier
12 Actor Ray
13 Birth a lamb
21 Presidential
advisory grp.
22 Pause fillers
25 First-year
students
26 Way to go
27 Change
29 Designer Mies
van der
30 Stone marker
32 Sten rnovie
33 Light on
one's feet
34 Male voice
35 Quibble
37 Rich soil

39
42
43
48

Asian sea
Humbug
Bumbershoot
The way, in
China
50 Former
nuclear power
agcy.
53 Wear away
55 Racket
56 Calendar units
57 Nabisco
cookie
58
one's way
(proceed)
59 W. alliance
60 Fox chaser?
61 Cause to stop
62
Bator
63 Barcelona boy
64 Turner and
Williams

OPER HOUSE P/ftTtf at
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T^t I He Commons «r
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4-6 pm frdau, Nov. n
Live Remote IAQIOI
ftee Domiiios Rzza & Drinks
cash Cjive Amau!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate
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fill II

Hff III HI
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1068 N Lola Lana
432-0600
www.lblllmitad.com
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www.thecommonsapartments.com

Offlca Houri
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00

www.50uthviewapaftmenls.com

www.stonegatepartments.net
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Music Industry

Although there are many majors offered at JMU, mar* art a faw In particular mat aaam to stick out Soma may wonder how the Jerry
Maguires, Steven Spielbergs and P. Wddys of me woridget their knowhow. At JMU, students have the opportunity to gain knowledge In these fields
through the sport management music Industry and cinema studies majors.
WhUe some students are learning about accounting and biological pathways,
others are learning how to own a baseball team or make a movie.

Although

Owning the New York Knicks is not for everyone.
Some may want to consider the music industry concentration instead A concentration in muse industry
is offered through the school of muse and presents a
broad course study that fits the needs of this diverse
professor., according to the muse industry Web site,
www.jmu edu/muiK/degmejmgrsmskindustry.
Graduates with this concentration range trorn creative
managers to entrepreneurs
Students who major m muse industy must take
both muse and business courses Some of the career
opportunities may induce concert production and promotion working for major -recording labels, music pubksfiing and eraartanrnant magazines, accordng to the
Web site Music Musty program students have
access to JMU's digital reoarrJng stotto as wet, when
they uMze m classes and projects The stuoto lias synthesizers, sound processing equipment, computers and
IN software to 'acMate many digital recording needs
"Snce I want to work as a smger/songwriter, this concentration has given me the knowledge I need to get my
loot in the door,' sad senior Josh Taylor, a double major m muse and business with a coi
uatftHson in muse rvjus&y.
"I work hard, but I also ki
that one day I will end up doing ^k
what I love," Taylor i
Another music class of Interest, Concert Promotion and
Production, also known as
Mill 422. Is offered for musicj
industry senior majo
more information about this
class, seepage 11

>concentraflunw

W* ii-ore and nw» Wportunitos gvaMsie
Paul Vizcaino (03) said Vizcaino now
Entarpdai Cars in trw profhobona

C-^~*^H<.*

S<W #/.«_£ 4

Similar to the school of muse, when gives students the tranmg to work one day
in the muse industry, the school of made arts and design offers a concentration in
cinema slides Dnema studes is designed for students who want to learn the secrets
of Holywood, accordng to senior Mary-Paige Salisbury, a cinema studes major.
In order to become a onema studes mapr, students must apply lor trie school of
media arts and design major and get accepted Once accepted, they have the option of
majoring in tour concentrators, of which dnema studes is one This concentrator was
ntended to go along with he rrterdsapknary rrinors in Urn studies and creative wrung,
accordtog to the cinema studes Web site, ritpy/Smad/Tiu.eobflaptwebb^
chance to learn what takes place behind tie scenes from senpts to kghtmg, students
are taught how to convey the power and excitement of the big screen
"My major offers some of the coolest, most interesting, and
fun classes at JMU,- Salisbury said

llis 181
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Wnore than 50 available majors at JMU in
five colleges, the number of students in each major
seems to vary greatly
General psycnology is the
largest major with nearly 900 students enrolled, according to a
2002-03 JMU statistical summary. Coming in second, 823 students selected marketing as their
primary major. Biology majors
rang in as 8le third larger
more than 660 students, and Integrated science and technology
majors placed fourth with about
630 students. Rounding out the
top five most popular majors, 572
students selected interdisciplinary
liberal studtes as their major
With only 18 students, the
smallest major is hearing disorders, followed by the 22 students in operations management Two majors are tied for
the third smallest with 28
dents each — adult education/human resource management and school psychology
The fourth smallest major is
special education, with 28 students. And. with a total of 30
students, health education is
the fifth smallest mator.
The College of Education,
which offers six different active
majors, comes in as the smallest
of all five of JMU's colleges With
only 807 students, there are
more psychology majors than al
of the students in the College of
Education combined In the college, interdisciplinary liberal
studies Is the largest major, while
adult education/human resource
management is the smallest
With five available majors and
about 1,000 students, the College
of Science S Mathematics is the
second
smallest
college
Geology, the smallest major in the
college, has 58 students, while
biology is the largest in the major
with 663 students
The College of Business, with
12 majors, places third MBi about
3,300 students. Operations management, which is the second
smallest major overall, is the smaneet major m thecotege The largest
in the cotege is marketng. which
came in second largest overall
And, with about 3,860 students. CISAT s the fourth largest
cotege and offers 15 different
majors. The largest the College of
Arts & Letters, has more than
4,070 students and the most
majors lhan any other colego —
rhe largest and smallest
ma-ors overall also are the largesi
and smallest majors in CISAT
While enrollment in each
major varies, there are more than
2,000 undeclared students, leaving plenty of room in the future for
even the smallest of majors to
grow as high in numbers as
some of JMU's largest
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DINING SERVICES THANKSGIVING CLOSING HOURS

VY here's

Friday. November 21.2003
Let's Go! closes at 2pm
Madison Grill closes at 9pm
Monday. November 24. 2003
Festival Java City closes at 2pm
UREC Smoothie Bar closes at 9:30pm
PC Dukes closes at 10pm
Lakeside Express closes at 11 pm
C-Store East closes at 12 Midnight
Tuesday. Novflmber 25. 2003
TDU Java City closes at 1 pm
Market One closes at 2pm
Festival closes at 2pm
Mrs. Green's closes at 2pm
Door 4 Subs closes at 3pm
Chick-fil-A closes at 3pm
Mister Chips closes at 5pm
D-Hall closes at 6:30pm
Wednesday November Pfi, Ppna
ALL DINING LOCATIONS CLOSED FOR BREAK
REOPENINGS
Sunday. November 30. 2003
D-Hall opens at 4:30pm
Mister Chips opens at 5pm
Festival opens at 5pm
PC Dukes opens at 5pm
Monday. December 1.2003
Market One opens at 7:30am
Chick-fil-A opens at 7:30am
TDU Java City opens at 7:30am
Festival Java City opens at 7:30am
Let's Gol opens at 10:45am
Door 4 Subs opens at 11am
Madison Grill opens at 11am
Mrs. Green's opens at 11 am
Lakeside Express opens at 11 am
C-Store East opens at 11am
UREC Smoothie Bar opens at 12 Noon

Dinner??
Come join Gibbons
Dining Hall as we
celebrate Thanksgiving
with dinner on Tuesday,
November 18th from
4:30-7:30pm!
Also check out Thanksgiving
dinner at
The Festival (Thursday,
November 20th from 4:30-8pm)
and Mrs. Green's!
(Friday, November 21st from
llam-2pm)

\

i
\
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«- Unsolved mysteries

STYLE

UPB's murder mystery
allows guest to be detectives in solving a murder.
see story below

-

"As a class, we didn't realize how hard it would
be to choose an artist for the money allotted to
us and that would appease the student body."
KEVIN KER

senior
see story Mow

!3. simpfe case of
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A body I* discovered during tho mystery.

WfiocCunit

College Center murder mystery delivers interactive theatre
BY SARAH MANLEY

contributing writer
A murder mystery plagued
the College Center Grand
Ballroom Thursday night, and
students were invited to do
some detective work of their
own to help solve the case.
Students arrived at the ballroom at 10 p.m. to find tables to
sit at and a buffet table of
refreshments awaiting them.
Unbeknownst to the audience,
professional actors from the
TjohnE Company — along with
two student actors, sophomores
Meghan Manning and Bridget
Cofo — were mixed in with the
crowd to help create the fatal
plot. Manning and Cofo's presence would prove short-lived,
however, as the plot unfolded.
The free event was brought to
JMU by sophomore Stephen
Shoup, Univeristy I*rogram
Board'?, director for variety and
entertainment, who learned of the
event at the National Assodatkm

for Campus Activities conference
in Tennessee.
"I was really interested in the
event when I heard about it at
NACA," Shoup said. "I think if s
different, and not many people
would have a chance to experience something so interactive."
Upon their arrival, attendees
were given a clue sheet and a
guess sheet that would help
them solve the case by the end of
the night. Guests were encouraged to mingle and find out
more information about one
another thniugh participating in
a short ice breaker that involved
clue sheets. The sheets each
contained 35 to 40 questions,
wherein the guests had to find
another guest who fit the
description of the clue and
obtain the signature of the guest
After 45 minutes of making
small talk, the guests seemed
restless, wondering when the
action was going to begin. Just
then, a scream was heard from a
comer of the ballroom, followed

by gunshot* Almost the entinroom of about 115 people,
according to Jeremy Paredes,
UPB director of media and public relations, ran to the scene of
the crime — by the buffet table
— to find that Manning and
Cofo had been murdered.
From thai point, the crowd
involvement only heightened.
Guests were running around
with their clue sheets, looking for
any suspicious behavior to try
and solve the mystery.
"This was my first performance at a OOQegC and it seemed
like the students were really
having fun," actress Sheila
Wallers said. "The students
ss -K- so totally involved; i loved
how everyone ran over to see
when something happened."
The events continued to
unfold as actor Terr)' Jemigan,
the emcee and lead detective,
questioned eyewitnesses and
suspects. "It was really great how
the emcee incorporated so many
people (into the mystery-sol-

ing)," said senior Lindsay Puddy,
UPB director of hospitality
The students became more
involved as they told Jemigan
their stories about what they
had seen involving the murders.
"II was suspenseful and climactic, especially with the gunshots," sophomore Eric Fimhaber
said. "The audience participation
was also really impressive."
Sophomore Brittney Potter
was chosen as the winner of the
evening because she guessed
the murderer and plot correctly.
"I'm excited that I won
because I actually want to go
into forensic science and crime
investigation," Potter said.
UPB chose this event as a part
of its late-night programming to
provide students with alternative
ways to spend their Thursday
nights, according to Puddy.
"I think this was ,i rv.illv
good activity because everyone
was so involved," Puddy said.
"Ifs definitely whal the program tried to accomplish."

PU«.is h> KRISTY NKfX.irH/fih*i nftnir
Quests helped to solve a murder mystery acted out by sophomores Meghan Manning and Bridget Cofo and professional
actors from the TjohnE Company. UPB sponsored the event
Thursday night In the College Center Grand Ballroom.

AmerSIANs emerge successfully Music class hosts
Annual culture show incorporates elements from six continents
BY SHAYLA GIVENS
I

ontributing writer

Candles snuffed out, swords clashed,
and hip-hop music blared from loudspeakers at Wilson Hall Auditorium when the
East met the West in the Asian Student
Union's Fifth Annual Culture Show display
of Asian performing arts Saturday night.
"AmerSIANs, that's who we are/
Don't wait for us, we'll get too far/' sang
the Virginia Tech duo Vietlong Ilian and
David Thong, otherwise known as
Mysteriously Sexy Guys. Their acoustic
performance of impromptu songs was
one of the many highlights.
"This is an event displaying cultural
acts from different Asian countries, in
order to break down those common
stereotypes that people have," said junior Carol Nguyen, Culture Show coordinator
and
secretary
of
ASU.
"AmerSIANs is the merging of two cultures, both traditional and modern."
Cosponsored by the University Program
Board, the ASU Culture Show was free and
open to students and the Harrisonburg community, according to Nguyen. Event planning began with open-interest meetings, as
opposed to auditions, which lasted from
September thmugh the first week of October,
Nguyen said. Students who fit the conditions
requiring participants to attend subsequent
mandatory meetings signed a contract, committing themselves to performing at the
Culture Show. If then? were too many representations from the same country, additional

acts were cut, according to Nguyen.
The two emcees of the event were seniors Sharon Kim, president of the Asian
Student Union, and Odyssey Lopez, who
also performed in four of the 14 acts. The
pair kept the audience on its feet with bits
Of humor and informational segues into
the next bresentaflon
This year's ASU Culture Show fe.itunxl
the opening act, Mozaic, with 20 dancers
from the newly formed Hip-Hop I^nce Club
of the same name. Senior Devin riorum, president of Mozaic, was interested in auditioning
for the ASU Culture Show because she was
looking to become part of a performance with
her dance group. After four Culture Show
rehearsals over the course of two months,
Borum and her fellow Mo/aic members started the show off with a bang, dancing to the
upbeat song "Stand Up" by Ludacris and the
funky song "Milkshake" by Keiis.
The show's theme of two emerging cultures was reflected in all of the night's performances through the display of traditional ethnic costumes and ceremonial dances,
including a Filipino dance presented by a
gnwjp of girls who strapped lit candles to
their heads and held candles in their hands.
Most notable were freshman Eva
I'anigrahi's "Chumma Chumma," an
Indian dance about a woman greeting her
husband, "Wushu," a Northern-style kung
fu fighting style enacted by the Virginia
Tech Wushu Club, and a fashion show that
highlighted traditional clothing from various countries such as China, Thailand, the
Philippines and India.

BY SFAMUS O'CONNOR

contributing writer

NATASHA LAFTMUikiffpihAwniphti
Virginia Tech's Mysteriously Sexy Men
perform Friday night at ASU's AmerSIANs.

"I thought (the Culture Show] was very
interesting because it represented a vast
majority of Asian culture," sophomore
Daniela Goldstein said.
MHS was exactly what Kim had hoped
would come of the event. "I mainly wanted
this show to open people's eyes, to educate
|people| about the Asian culture. [Asia] may
only be one continent, but there are many
different cultures," she said.

Agents tweak fans of guitar-driven pop
BY DOUG STANFORD

contributing writer
Agents of the Sun's music is
comparable to that of such
bands as The Used, 311 and
New Found Glory. The band
fits in well at DCide Records
with label mate Trust Company.
In a nutshell, the album,
"Aurora," features 11 tracks
clocking in at 36 minutes of
well-produced, polished, guitar-driven pop music.
The Baltimore-based band
is comprised of lead vocalist
Ray Do'json, his brother,
drummer Dave Dobson, backup vocalist and bassist Frankie
Hernandez, backup vocalist
and guitarist Ralph Rodriguez
and guitarist Jason Fubler.
The compact disc starts out
with a chorus-laden, clean guitar riff that leads into a melodic,
upbeat song climaxing several
times in over-distorted choruses. Ray Dnbsun's vocals clearly
are influenced by a mixture of
311 and various pop-punk-emo
bands; the recording filters, at
times, cause Dobson's voice to
seem droning, but still achieve a
bit of smooth, liquid sound.
"We're just not dark and

dysfunctional like so many
other rock bands out here
right now." Ray Dobson said
in an interview on the band's
Web site, wtmiMgenlufthesunband.com. "We can be angry
without being hateful."
For most of the songs — at
least, in the choruses - backing
harmonies give the vocals a
bright, major chord sparkle that
add to the upbeat, poppy feel of
tin- music. Tracks such as
"Sincerely Yours," "In My
Arms" and 'Fear of Heights,"
stood out in the album. The rest
of the songs blendec together
with little to differentiate
between one song and another,
aside from a different lead guitar nil that comes in and out

Sponge, Colton

throughout the song.
lyrically, the band is fairly
easy to relate to and accessible
for the masses. One song — "In
My Arms" — features trie lyrics,
"come lay with me/ come start
my life/ jump start my heart/
tonight." The band combines
relationship-fueled songs with
catchy melodies and distorted
power chord progressions.
"What sets the band apart
from the nu-metal pack is the
melodic interplay of excellent
harmonies, solid rhythm and
that twin-guitar attack — an
undeniable force in rock for
years and years," according to
a Sept. 12 review in The San
Antonio Express-News.
Should one go out and spend

one's hard-earned $11.97 (list
price) on this CD. which
uiu»UsCirypflprT.a»m, a Baltimorearea online newspaper, described
as "a rainbow of the roller-coaster emotions of altcma-angst?"
There are a few things to consider before buying the CD. Is the
potential buver a ran of modemrock-meets-pop-punk-meetsemo music? Has the potential
buyer visited the band's Web site,
listened to the band's audk) samples, read its lyrics and enjoyed
them? Is the potential buyer planning to attend Agents of the
Sun's concert Tuesday, Nov. 18 al
Mainstreet Kir and Grill? If the
answer to any or all of these
rstions was "yes," then this is
album to buy.

A professor walks in on
the first day of class and tells
the 30 pupils they have
$10,000 and one semester to
book, promote .inrl produce a
concert. No. this is not the
start of a bad joke or a new
reality television show. It's
the first day of Concert
Production and Promotion.
listed as ML'I 422, the
course allows 30 students a
standard sum of $10,000 in
grants approved and allotted by
the University Program Board
to organize and publicize I
musical concert, according to
senior Gabby Revilla.
The students are in charge
of every aspect of the project,
from selecting and negotiating with potential artists to
attaining a venue and setting
ticket prices, Revilla said.
This year's fall semester class
will present its concert at the
Wilson Hall Auditorium
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
The show will feature '90s
rock band Sponge and up-andcoming crooner Graham
Colton and his band. Sponge
hit its peak with its 1995
album, "Rotting Pinata," and
Colton, recently signed to
Universal Records, has been
touring with John Mayer, Jason
Mraz and the Dave Matthews
Band, according to Revilla.
Opening for the concert
will be Muelle, a local band
that has been playing in
Harrisonburg since 1997,
according umnv.mueitexom. It
was selected from a list of 15
bands that sent audition tapes
to a five-person committee
from MUI 422, Revilla said.
Five bands were called back,
three of which where available
to participate in an audition
concert at Taylor Down Under
Nov. 10, according to Revilla.
The idea behind having
an opening band of artists
with a connection to JMU
was to increase concert attendance among current students, Revilla said.
"It was a reallv rewarding
experience
for
everyone
because you get to see the finished product, and you get to
go through all the tedious parts
t>! it and then actually implement it all to see you've accomplished something," she added
According to many students from tlii-- semester's
class, the hardest step to
accomplish was confirming
an artist, Revilla said. The
students started with a random ballot survey of 600
IMU students to find out

44
It really feels like
we're doing
something in such a
hands-on class.
— Lindsay Kavlu
senior

59
whal bandi people want to
.'rding to Revilla.
The class used More Music
Inc. as a middle man talentbooking .igency, which provides the list of available
artists for the class and works
Cloud) with the hands' publicists, Revilla said. The class
researched the bands that
ranked highest, but quickly
found that popular bands
such as Josh Kelly or
Thursday were beyond its
budget, according to Rex ilia
The concert organizers' next
step was to look into artists in
the same genre as those that had
high response rates on the survey. The bands were contacted,
prices were agreed upon, and
the date was set, Revilla said.
"We're curious to see how
many (students) come out (for
rt|," she said.
The people putting the
concert together all have one
thing in common — an interest in the music industry,
according to Revilla.
"As a class, we didn't realize how hard it would be to
chtxwe an artist for the money
allotted to us and that would
appease the student body,"
senior Kevlfl Ker s.ud
According to senior Tim
Kim, a classmate, the solution
lay in "putting our own musical preferences to the side and
really considering the goals of
a concert promoter . . (in order
to] put out what's beat for the
JMU student body." Working
as a team was key, Ker said,
and added, "(W)e all have different jobs in the class that are
related in MOM way. You often
have to wait for another person to finish their end before
you can begin yours "
Many MUI 422 students
said the real-world experience
was | .rucial element of the
class, Ker said. Senior I LfldMr)
Kavka arid, "it really hall like
we're doing something in such
a hands-on class."
!"h kits .ur Qn nil now tor
S7 with a JAC card at the
Warren Hall Box Office or Plan
9 Records, or can be purchased
It the door for $10.
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Jeans7 history, longevity prove vital apparel addition
I he) Ml Comfortable, n>la\ing. form fitting, yet
iggy at the MM time They can be dressed up or
dressed down. ,ind one shouldn't call oneself I col
lege student it without ,1 [MII leans li.ive been
amund tor miw than a hundred years and since
have evolved into the most versatile article of
c lothing the (ashion kingdom ever has seen.

A riveting history
So, how did jeans come about? According to
..»". the name "jeans denied
becauje the cloth was tirst m.i,le m (lenoa Italy,
and WORI In -.nlors In the ISth centurv, what
slave labor inrreaaed in the United States, nans
entirely were made out ot cotton and were
lav on\t bv workers lor their durability, according
lo the Web site. It also stated that makers us<>d
indigo as a dve to giu- jeans their dark blue color.
In 1872, |acob Davis and Levi Strauss combined
tone* and aealed Hie lirst pair ol modem leans
that had rivets to hold on tlx- pockets

Jeans 101
Since the arrival ot jeans the styk' has changed
with almost every decade, which has kit some
awful styk"s that make even your parents cringe I et
ii- begin ">lr loumev with the 1950s Men i
such as the "rebel,* |amos Dean, helped to bunch
w lute I «hU and jeans kxik that women

still find sexy hi this day. In this decade, jeans finally
became popular with teenagers, as they wanted to
copy CX-an's bad-boy persona. In fact some US.
schools even banned teenagers from wearing jeans
to class, according to the V*b site. The '60s and 70s
wen' all about sex. drugs and rock 'n' roll. Thus, the
leans ol this divade emulated this new freedom by
creating huge, swinging bell bottoms with embroidered flowers and peace signs.
However, it wasn't until the '80s that my highfashion ancestors started to design jeans and charge
ridicukius prices for them. The jeans of the '80s were
high, tight and light Jeans were' so snug there even
u ere. i •mmen i,ils showing nnxiels Iving down and
taring a pair ot pliers to pull the zipper up. As many
may remember, jeans also came in do/ens of vivid
lid ii the\ were really cool, they had zippers at the ankks. As for the men, who can forget

DVD

the famous "Bom In the US.A." album cover of
Bruce Springsteen's cute butt in a pair of ripped
jeans? Men won? their jeans ripped everywhere,
especially around the knees and pockets.
Unfortunately, men's jeans were ruined when
the '90s introduced saggy pants. Suddenly, all
across America, boys' butts were hanging out of
their pants while Europeans — and the rest of the
sane fashion world — simply stared and laughed
This was a time when names such as JNCo and
Fubu brought fear and terror to parents and fashkinistas everywhere. Therefore, halfway thmugh
the decade, designers and manufacturers tried to
make up for this horrible trend by copying the '60s
and introducing the smaller version of the bell bottoms called "flares." Turns out there was no way to
forgive the fashion victims of the saggy jeans.

You can do it, put your ass in to it
Today, one can find |eans in almost any color,
cut and style. Be cautious though, for as many
good things jeans can do for your bod, the wrong
jeans can have devastating results. These travesties include — but are' not limited to — high
waists making your butt look 2 feet long and
tapered legs creating the "wedge of cheese" look.
For my stylin' ladies, to maximize the benefits
jeans can have, keep a few simple tricks in mind.
Today, the color of "in" jeans is dark with a green

or brown wash, so stay away from bright blues
and grab some navy instead. Beware and go easy
on the brown or else you will Uxik like you rolled
in I) hall chocolate pudding. As for the cut, if you
have wider hips, go for some slightly flared legs to
balance your top and bottom. If you're self-conscious about your big booty, then buy jeans either
with large pockets, or none at all for a smooth
appearance. For women short in stature, stay
away from capris, which only cut off the line of
your leg. Instead, invest in a pair with long, bootcut legs and wear with your highest heels. Finally,
the style of jeans today is as low as you can go.
This also greatly benefits women with short
waists by creating the illusion of a longer torso.
For the guys, the hot look right now is fight jeans
that show off your sexy butt. However, this may
take some getting use to, and a different choice in
undies may be in order. If tight jeans remind you
too much of Michael Bolton. then invest in a pair
with straighter legs, but ones that are baggy enough
to fit easily over the tops of your shoes. Placement
of jeans also is very important. Have your jeans ride
low on your hips with just a hint of boxers peaking
through the top. Just for clarification, a hint means a
maximum of 1 inch — or only the waistband.
Now that you know more than you ever
wanted to know about jeans, go out and buy
yourself a decent pair.

REVIEW

'Happy TVee Friends' immature, but veers from negative message
BN. EVAN HALL

c antrtbuHHg writer
Apparently not even
body
appreciated
the
warmth and kindnc— of the
I an- Hears " It seems that
some people watched the
-how fantasizing that one ot
the bears suddcnlv would
tall oil a awing set and break
it- neck Maybe these people
are just tired ot all the.caring
or are |ust sick individuals
Whatever the case may be,
creators Kluxle Montijo and
Kenn Navarro have found an
outlet tor their aggression in
the form of "Happy Tree
lnends," a collection of
minute-long computer ani-

mated showwhere cute.
cuddly animals
are
killed ott one
after another.
Once available
only on the
Internet, these'
"Ren
at
Stimpy"-like
mini
shows
have made the
move to DVD.
The blueprint toeadl show
i- simple
a tew cute animals will be playing or taking
part in other innocent animal
.uiuitie- and then each one
will be killed in an mcrcdiblv
gBDbfeeCflJC and graphic man-

experience the ultimate an

CIIMHS jet

one another. When Ijjmpy the
moose gets caught in several bear
traps, his caring friend Splendid,
the superhero flying squirrel,
comes to the rescue, though he
later kills him off in another
grotesque manner.
"Happy Tree
Friends" doesn't
provide nourishing educational
programming,
either. In fact,
exposure to these
shows by anyone
younger than 10
years old probably will cause
severe emotional trauma that
may or may not

be reversible. However, these
may prove to be great entertainment for older individuals with
a sick and twisted sense of
humor.
"Happy Tree Friends"
appears to have a solid core
of underground fans, including senior
Brian
Wei refer.
"["Happy
Tree
Friends') are perfect if
it's late at night and you
and your friends are
looking for something to
laugh at and 'Seinfeld'
isn't on," he said.
The creators of the
shows clearly are listening to fan feedback
because the annoying
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i787 Coordinators

Orientation Office Assistants

Web Designer
SPORTSWEAR

Application! are available itariing October 29. 2003

www.hipeak.com

wwwjmu.edu/orientatioi
Due November 1"", 2003

1.800.524.4739

For more informaiion, call 568-1787or nop In WUsOfl Hall 215
taaatriaaalai

treatm

Prints on a 100% conon short sleeved light steel t-shirt in gold and purple ink.
Special price good thru 11/30/03 sku*30001002A

WatlWHHtaatMaati

Ml 7 423 and I 'I'H Presents OTIPII

and

grahamGOLTON $
(as seen on tour with John Mayer and the Counting Crows)

w/special guest Hfuelle
&\

introduction sequence where
all the animals sing the theme
song has been removed from
the "Second Serving" DVD,
making the viewing experience a bit less irritating, yet
just as disturbing. After seeing one show, the creators
appear to be complex — and,
possibly sick-minded individuals — as they clearly are
effective at creating a product
that appeals to a specific —
though equally off balance —
group of viewers.
These shows definitely are
not for everyone, but for those
who get a kick out of uncensored cartoon carnage, check
them
out
at
iirteui./iuppylnrfrioiJs.com.

High Peak Sportswear,
your on-line source for

IT
YOU!
oriontation

to work for
JMU Orientation is hiring

ner, such as running with
scissors or sticking a fork
into an electrical socket.
This leaves the viewer
thinking, "OK, that's just
not right," in nearly
every case.
Sometimes the deaths
are creative and original,
siuh as when Toothv, a
beaver, has to climb up
the vein still attached to
his own eye, which was
stuck in a tree limb.
When Flippy, the emotionally
tattered veteran bear, has war
relapses and viciously slaughters
his cuddly friends, it really is
more disturbing than funny. The
violence between the animals
Balances with kind acts toward

November 19th
Wilson Hall
Doors Open 7pm Showtime 8pm
$7 in advance w/JAC card @ Warren Hall Box office
$10 at door and Plan 9
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"Dwayne carried us. When
we needed a bucket, he got
us a bucket."

■ Young Duke earns honors
Freshman midfielder
Mark Totlen is named
CAA Conference Rookie
of the Year for 20O3-'O4.
M* story below
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SPORTS

CHRIS WILLIAMS

senior point guard

- VOLLEYBALL-

MEN'S BASKETBALL-

Seahawks,
Tribe fall
EA Sports Southeast All-Stars loses to JMU in exhibition game to Dukes

Broyles scores 33, Dukes win
CHRIS I Ml/11 \
vrwn pfcifcf rurArr

BY MATT STOSS

contributing writer
IMI
defeated the EA
Sports Southeast All-Stots in
an exhibition game. 87-75,
Thursday night. Senior forward/guard Dwayne Broyles
led the Dukes, scoring 33
points and grabbing nine
rebounds.
"Dwayne
carried us,"
Thursdaj
senior point
I
\ Spoils
guard Chris
Wi 111 a in a
said 'When
we needed a
bucket, he
got us a

Senior forward/
guard Dwayne
Broyles drives
the lane In
Thursday's exhibition game
against the EA
Sports
Southeast AllStars. Broyles
scored 33
points and
grabbed nine
rebounds In the
victory. JMU
will open its
regular season
schedule
Saturday
against Furman
University at
7 p.m. at the
Convocation
Center.

Bucket"

In their second exhibition
game of the season. Broyles put
the Dukes on his back. Williams
said. The 6-foot-6-inch captain
finished
the contest one
rebound shy of a double double.
Williams totaled 11 points
and seven assists.
In the first half, Broyles
scored 16 of JMU's 34 points.
Despite the senior's impressive scoring show, JMU did not
manage a halftime lead as il
went into the locker room,
trailing 36-34.
"I think |the team) depends
see JMU, page U

Jones, Hussack
pace JMU to win
JMU was in Williamsburg
Friday and defeated the College
of William & Mary in thrr.
straight matches by scores of 3230,30-20 and 30-26.
The first match was \er\
competitive
as the lead
I riil.iy
changed
hands
JMU
numerous
3
times until
VV& M
the very
end, when
JMU took
the decisive
32-1*1 margin of victory.
Senior middle blocker Dana
Jones paced the Dukes with 1"
kills and nine digs Sophomore
outside hitter Fmilec HUSS,KI
chipped in seven kills.
The Dukes improved to 1412 (9-5) in the I olonial Athl.ti
Association with their victor.
over the University of North
I arohna-Wilmington Silurday.
Hussack led the Dukes will
a game-high 11 kills and Jones
added 14 kills in tlu- win.
The match went to • fourth
set. and JMU never trailed in
the last frame.
—ffn»HISlfljf/rr('/N"f.

MEN'S SOCCER

VCU knocks off JMU
Dukes get shut out in semifinal loss,
CAA Player of the Year scores goal
The men's WCCar team lost
3-0 to top-seeded Virginia
Commonwealth University
Friday in the semifinalsof the
Colonial Athletic Association
tournament.
VCU scored two of its
goals in
just a twominute
period
early in
the second half
to ensure
victory
over the No. 4-seeded Dukes.
Midfielder
Stephen
Shirley sent a pass to forward McColm Cephas, who
netted the Rams' first goal on
the evening from 5 yards out.

Cephas' score was a CAA
league-leading 14th goal on
the season.
Two minutes later, at the
50:40 mark, 2003 CAA Playlet
of the Year forward Matthew
Delicate placed a header
inside the right goal post,
make the score 2-0.
JMU couldn't convert a
penalty kick at 70:23 mark, as
goalkeeper Saul Montero
stopped freshman midfielder
Kurt Morsink's shot.
Delicate tallied the final
score on the night, his second
of the game, in the 72nd
minute, making the scon- 3-0,
for the Rams. The loss ended
the Dukes' season, as they
finished the year 10-7-2.
—from staff 'ftpoets

Totten adds points, personality
BY JBPP TOMIK

contributing writer
This year's men's soccer leader
in points and goals just happens to
be a freshman.
Mark Totten, (rum Chalfont, Pa.,
had six goals and seven assists before
the Dukes entered the Colonial Athletic
Association playoffs against the
College of William & Mary last
Tuesday He has twice been named
Conference Rookie of the Week and
recently was named the CAAs
Conference Rookie of the Year.
Coach Tom Martin not only raves
about Tottcn's play — his personality
and attitude add to the team as well.
"(Totten| brings speed and
quickness on the field, and his calm
demeanor and team-oriented attitude are strong attributes to the
team," Martin said.
The biggest moment for JMU,

prior to the playoffs, was handing
Old Dominion University its first
loss Halloween night. Totten scored
the game-winning goal in the home
victory over the No. 2-ranked team
in the nation
Totten also had a game-winning
assist against William & Mary Nov.
2, and a goal and an assist in a
comeback victory over Howard
University Sept. 14.
Totten, however, is not satisfied with
the success that JMU and he have had
so far this season.
"As for right now, the highlight of
my season is being able to play for the
CAA championship — as well as trying
to get a bid into the NCAA tournament
this year," Totten said.
"Adapting as a freshman is very
hard, but something that I am having to
do this fall," Totten said. "The worst
m TOTTEN, page U

III > l1IOKW>n-H Warn

Freshman midfielder Mark Totten looks
downlteld In a game earlier this fall.

—CROSS COUNTRY—

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Paterno's kingdom crumbles at Penn State
Players 'no longer
feel obligated to play
hard'for Paterno,
fans losing patience
Bv JBPF SHAIN
Knixht Ridder Newspapers
Joe I'aterno noted a couple of
weeks ago that it had been 611 years
since he had been around a 2-6
football team.
"I was a junior in high school,"
the venerable Pennsylvania State
University coach recalled at the
time. "We ended up being 2-7, I
think "
It figures Paterno has no expericiue with being 2-8, which profile
ly is where the Nittany I ions find
themselves these days. It's the
worst season since ls»31 at Penn
State, and the toughest in Paterno's
54-year career
"I've ne\rr hern in I situation
like this in mv life as a coach."
Patemo said during the Big Ten's
weeklv leloonlcionse. But, there's
nothing 1 can do about it except try
to get better
A growing number of blue and

white faithful, though, seem to be
embracing a second option.
"Joe's time clearly is at hand,"
w riles one person on /Ofpnmiistgo.com,
the latest in a sad trend of Web sites
devoted to musing the rabble behind
dismissing one coach or another
"No matter what is being said
by his players," the message
said, "they no longer feel obligated to play hard for a man who
was one of the greatest coaches
in sports history."
No one will begrudge Paterno
his plate in the college game's
annals — 338 wins (No. 2 in
Division l-A), two national titles,
five unbeaten seasons, 31 bowl
appearances, 69 All-Ameriians
But. he has become The I.ion in
Winter, an admired monarch seeing
his kingdom unravel and wondering where it all went awry
This will mark Penn State's third
losing season in its past four. Last
week's loss to Northwest-'! n
University was its sixth straight.
The only wins have come again.t
woebegone Temple and Metro
Athletic Conference middleton
Kent State.
During the losing streak. Penn
siat. has been outscorod 72-24 in
the second half and 42-10 in the

-46
[Paterno] deserves as much
support in this challenging
season as we lavish on him
in a championship season.
—Graham Spanier
Pennsylvania Stale I'nivenily president

59
fourth
quarter.
Northwestern
scored all 17 of its points in the
final seven minutes, including a
deflected third-down pass that
wound up going 41 yards for the
go-ahead touchdown.
Vm hate to lose a football game
like that Paterno Mid "We should
have put it away in the first half, and
we didn't. Then, to have that deflected pass 1 felt bad for the kids."
\d\i r-Hv has ceina on and off
the field. Penn State trails the rest
of the Big Ten in offense, with a
running game averaging just 123.1
yards and a pas, completion rate
below 50 percent Quarterback
Zack Mills missed three games,

I

prompting Paterno to yo-yo
Michael Robinson from tailback to
behind center and back again.
Seven players have been in trouble with the law this season, five for
alcohol violations. Lineman Tom
McHugh was kicked off the team
for public drunkenness; lineba. Iran
Dethrell Garcia quit just before
picking up a driving under the
influence. Top receiver Tony
Johnson also faces a pending DUI
charge. "It's had more of an impact
on me personally," Paterno told
reporters. "I've had a tough time
convincing people I'm not dealing
with inanimate objects."
Paterno, though, maintains the
backing of those who count.
"No one has done more for Penn
State than |Paterno) has," school
President Graham Spanier told
reporters last week. "He deserves
as much support in this challenging
season as we lavish on him in a
championship season."
Paterno has one more year left
on his contract and leaves no
doubt he intends to fulfill it. A.t age
76, there isn't anything he'd rather
do than coach.
"We will see how much
resilience I have," he said. "Right
now, I feel pretty good."

Saunders,
JMU finish
in 11th place
Two finishers for
JMU place in top
56 out of 188 runners
The women's cross country
team placed 11th in the NCAA
Southeast Region t hampionships
Saturday morning. The squad had
346 team points
The University of North Carolina
won the 26-team competition talk
ing a race-low 52 points.
Siphomore Shannon Saunders
was IML's top finisher, placing > tr.t
out of a total of 188 runners w ith a
time of 21:42.7. Sophomore Nelly
Henderson finished in 56th running
a 21:46.7, and senior )ennifei
Lapetoda finished 711th with a time
of 22:07.4 Sophomon' Tiflaiu c unplaced 74th with a time of 22:14.0,
and Kira McGnurtv ran a 23:01.6
and Imishod 107th. Siphomore
Chelsea Henderson placed I Wth
running a 23:37.8.
—fnmt staff rfpurt*
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Offensive Player of the Week
University of Delaware quarterback Andy Hall completed a
school-record 28 passes on 39
attempts for 261 yards and four
touchdowns in the Blue Hens' 5145, triple overtime victory over
the University of Massachusetts
Saturday Hall also rushed for 63
yards and scored on a 13-yard
run in the second overtime with
Delaware trailing, 45-38.
Defensive Player of the Week
Northeastern University linebacker Anthony Nolen collected
10 tackles, forced a tumble and
recovered a rumble in the
Huskies' 450 shutout win over
the University of Richmond. Nine
of Noten's tackles were unassisted. The senior also registered his
firm sack of the season.
Rookie of the Week
The University of Maine
defensive back Manauris Arias
snagged an interception and
made three tackles for a loss in the
Huskies'
14-10 win over
Villanova University. Arias intercepted a pass by Wildcats' quarterback joe Casamento in the first
rrter and returned it 48 yards
a touchdown. The score was
the first of his collegiate career.
Rookie of the Week
The College of William &
Mary running back Trevor
McLaurin scored three of the
Tribe's five touchdowns in a 38-28
defeat to the University of New
Hampshire. He scored his first
career touchdown on a 22-yard
run m the third quarter to give the
Tribe a 24-17 lead, then saved an
11-yard touchdown on his first
career reception. With 2.-06
remaining in the game, McLaurin
punched in a 2-yard scoring run
Spec. Teams Player of the Week
UNH place-kicker Connor
McCormick booted a career-long
51-yard field goal in the Wildcats'
38-28 loss at William & Mary.
McCormick also converted a 26yard attempt, marking the third
time this season he has had two
or more held goals in a game.
—from staff reports
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TOTTEN: Dukes led by
red-shirt freshman forward
TOTTES.fmmpagel*
part is everything is so new
to you as far as classes and
dorm life, which you have
to deal with, along with soccer, which is no easy task. I
have just tried to manage
my time and be proactive."
The team is young, so Martin
has been forced to place many
underclassmen in key roles.
Attending Central Bucks
West
High
School in
Doylestown, Pa., Totten was
used to the key role he
played on that team. He was
a three-time all-league player and was the Suburban I
League's Most Valuable
Player. Totten also was
named the MVP of the
Pennsylvania State Cup
championship in 2001.

-66
Totten is a bom leader,
and is the future of
soccer at JMU.
— Rob Overton

red-shin senior defender

55
"Totten has not had a
chance to gradually get in
the mix, but he has adjusted well," Martin said.
As Totten has made a
name for himself, teams
have begun to recognize his
talent, Martin said. He has
learned more about the
whole game and has made
the right adjustments to
continue to be successful
throughout the rest of the
year. As the season has progressed, Martin also has
seen great improvement in
Totten's defensive skills.
Totten credited much of
his development on the held
and off to the attention the
coaching staff has given him.

6 6Totten has not has a
chance to gradually
get in the mix, but he
has adjusted well.
-Tom Martin

Senior point guard Chris Williams brings the ball upcourt.

9?
"Coach Martin, [assistant
coach) Pat |McSorlev], and
[assistant coach David) Woody
have definitely helped me
learn what college soccer is
really all about." Totten said.
"Our seniors and captains
have had a pretty big impact,"
Totten said. "They are good
role models, and have
brought experience and
Counts* of JMV SPORTS
MEDIA RELATIONS
knowledge to the table"
The adjustment to col- Red-shirt frashman forward
lege life and athletics for Mark Totten has paced JMU
Totten was helped by the offensively this year, with 14
veterans on the team, but point*, Including six goals.
more so by going through it
with the other new guys on
Totten preferred to focus more
on the team, rather than the
the team he said.
"My teammates have all attributes that he brings to JMU.
"Personal attributes tft
been helpful, especially the
other 11 freshmen. With all of not something that we, as a
us coming in here and having team, harp on," Totten said.
it all be new, it was key to help "As a team, overall, we
each other out and watch each stress playing with speed
other's backs, Totten said."
while possessing the ball.
Senior midfielder John We play a very good style of
Trice, a captain said, soccer that 1 am happy to say
"(Totten] provides that is definitely one of the reaexplosive dimension every sons we are winning some
team needs. His combina- g.imcs Who knows what
tion of natural speed and will happen if we can keep it
skill has proven to be up, which 1 think we can."
immeasurable to the team
Red-shirt senior defender
this year. If Mark continues Rob Overton, a captain, said,
to work and improve here, "Totten is a bom leader and is
the future of JMU soccer the future of soccer at JMU."
has the potential of looking
Totten helped edge out the
extremely promising."
College of William & Mary in
Martin said, "[Totten] has the opening round of the CAA
given a good dimension in tournament, as he ajaJltad 0B
the attack and, with his the first g(wl of ]MU's 2-0 win.
quickness and speed, he has The Dukes traveled to Virginia
been used in situations and Commonwealth University
has produced [results]."
Saturday and lost, 3-0.

the cheewlhls time-^f yqyfcr!
NOVEMBER 17TH - 2 fST~^~ ♦
Ip provide 3 TONS of food for the
Ha
onburg community this Thanks
Season!!
Drop
off
Donations at:
*
-Festival Info Booth
-CSL Office (Wilson 204)
-SGA Office (Taylor 234)
-Sunchase Clubhouse
Jheasant Run Clubhouse
this week on the Commons!

FaVewell totheTt&fflrib
Panhetfenic ExeJ^Members^
Abbe Schubert, President
Holly Arnould, Vice President Community^
Service
Buccarelli, Vice President Public Retal
Hamner, Vice President New Member
Education
anda Jordan, Vice President Rho Chjs
Becca Maas, Vice President Judicial Standards'
JjV Lori Reinhart, Vice President Finance^
Maura Yost, Vice Preside
sod Luck

CHRIS lAB07JJ*niorptH#>trapher

men's soccer coach

JMU: Broyles leads
squad past EA Sports
JMU.fwmpageU
on Chris and me." Broyles
said. "Dial's my mind-set I
am going to be aggressive
and go to the basket."
The second half began
with a 7-3 run by EA Sports.
Freshman guard Ray Barbosa
subbed in with 14 minutes to
go and the 6-foot-2-inch
guard immediately sunk the
first of two three-pointers.
Later, Barbosa hit a shortrange jumper to give JMU the
lead for the first time since
late in the first half.
The lead didn't last long,
as two minutes later, EA
Sports forward Josh Murray
intercepted a pass down low
and went coast to coast for the
lay in to set the game even.
Barbosa then connected
on his second clutch threepointer, and freshman forward Cavell Johnson gave
JMU the lead for good when
he hit a midrange field goal
with 10:17 to play.
Johnson netted 8 points
on the night Barbosa also finished with 8 points, all coming in a span of three min utt-.
"(Barbosa] made some big
time buckets," coach Sherman
Dillard said. "He k»ked more
assertive on his shot, and 1
hope he can keep that up."
JMU was in control the
remainder of the game and

was aided by an EA Sports
team that shot 483 percent
from the free-throw line after
the break. The Dukes rolled
on their way to a 12-point
margin of victory, while
outscoring their opponents,
53-39, in the second half.
"We came out and
played hard," Broyles said.
"Even though we did get
stagnant for a second, we
were able to play through
and pull a win out"
Broyles and Williams are
the lone seniors on a JMU
team that, Thursday night,
saw three true freshman l< v,
18 minutes or more.
Freshman forward Chris
Cathlin led the newcomers
with 27 minutes and finished
second to Broyles in points
with 13 and seven rebounds.
Dillard believes that,
under the leadership of
Broyles, the freshmen will
mature and adapt to the
collegiate level quickly.
"Broyles is such a wonderful kid," Dillard said. "He has
stepped up and become a
leader. This year, he is coming
out of his shell, and I'mhappy
to see him play that way."
Following two exhibitions,
JMU looks toward its first regular season contest against
Furman University, Nov. 22 at
the Convocation Center.

-^Congratulations to thi
initiated sisters!
-Please support Alpha -}|£
Sigma Alpha's philanthropy/
the S. June Smith CentaL
and eat at CiCi's Dec. 2nd
from 5-8p.m.

if

*

Delt#**Gamma
li&damma

JL

fr>r
-Thankk vou
you evervnnn
everyone for
making this year's
Anchorsplash a huge
success. Congrats to Tr
*
Delta and Delta Chi, our big
winners!

Sigmm*mmppa

UrSigma Kappa would like ,#
say farewell to all of the
seniors graduating i
December and to
congratulate all of 01
wonderful new members '<
their initiation to our
chapter.
-Also, congratulations
k
vp>ir "Best New Member"

~ifr

Katie

^i-r- ^r
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LASSIFIEDS
WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
Bedroom Available
in 4 person house. High

[ Sireel. caWe/lnlemel. W/D.
* Pets welcome. Call Laura,
757-620-0060 orcmai I

WESPORT VILLAOE
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET

clarkle9jmu.edu
LIBERTY STREET
iral Houaaa
1135 S. Mam
It.. 55 A ar-d B. 75 W Fairvlaw
mi lo Harnaon St. flw 2 and
I bedroom houaaa. an DSL Mired,
I have AC. Apartment 73A Eait
Market, 2 bedrooms, utllltiee
Included. Call 4330984 or
B46-3147.
r Ram. spring temeeter- One
bedtoom baaement apt.
on
South Maaon Street, utilities
(fcpin wllh house. $495/monih.
Call Jaaae, 703 986 4218 or
man m'ffsAd#)mu.edu
■ Ma* 3~£droom. 2
hath. 1450* square feet, dach
l» feat views No peta/amohing.
■Available 1/1/04. $99B/momh
lirtcludas utilities and CATV. Call
11301-89? 2M1
■ ■or Rant- 65 S Brook Ave - 4
■ bedrooms. 1/5 baths. Victorian.
I Hardwood
fioora.
laundry,
I AC, parking, lass than a mile from
[campus June lease $260 Call

20C4-2"O4
June to JVM ajgege
Close to camoue
Washer & Dryar aic-udad
Groups Ofiry!

WEST MARKET STREET

Far Rent Furnished apartment,
semiatfcient. single bedroom. batH.
a*, uuuuea, pnvata entrance. Waaung
dietance to JMU. Qraduata atudant
preferred S360. call 434-7522.
Apartment Available tor Spring
Seateeter Rent $200 (negotiable)
Snort walk to campus, spacious,
minimal utility coats, private
bathroom/shower Contact ASAP if
interested
or
need
more
information. 1-757 692 3989.
)aun?o)/ng)imu.edu
Did you know that your
parents can get a
•nli t'lipfmii In
The Hrrr:r?

HIOH STREET

apart menu

Qreat
Stall for
Christmas
Decorating! Gift A Thrift, 227 N
Main St

Furnished A Unfurnished

1884 Ford geeert Far Sato-- $1,000
or beat offer. Can 433-0516.

I-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom

2-7 Bedroom houses

ALL WALK/NO
DISTANCE TO JMU!

you can receive a full year of

The Brtnt!
Call today lo tun your
suhwritMion' WC apjept \ ISA
and Master Card h\ phone or
i may mail in your payment

ll 568-6127 today'

IMS
Ford Maataag
"
LX
hatchback,
auto,
excellent
condition, 61.000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3960. Can
289*420

NO BUS Rim:'
Kllnc-Rlner Rentals

It91 Ferd liplerer
good
condition, new tires. S4,500/obo.
Call
Mike,
435-4369

43K-KKO0

For Rent- 393 W Water Street 6
bedrooms. ? baths, 2 Kitchens.
renovated farm houee Ha/Owood
floors, energy efficient, all
bedrooms very large. June
leaae/$260. Call 234 8584

•el
and
■reekfaet
'•
5
Rooma/fireplaces. 2 courtyard
cottages, full gourmet breakfast,
privete oaths
Romantic getaway
$90 lo $125. Call 1A004788714
Fa-ale Reewasate Waated
to
• hare 2 bedroom apartment in
Harnsonburg, «i safe nalghbomood.
neaaoneOH renL Caa 4330760 or
cefl 830-2853

Nice 1994 Firebird * 6 dual
eihaust. AM/FM CD player, rune
end sounds great. Call 289-7090.
• rwce. many
new parts, teat offer Cai 405-2277
IMS Porshe 944 94K miles. 5
speed, removable sunroof, now
Pirelli tires, beautiful car inside and
out $5995. Call 540-740-8245
itta) C eager Very nice car. rune
greet end *s very clean. Wed taken
cere of For price, call 289 7090.
MMX
200 MHz. 32M
RAM. 80 hard dnve. 24X CD-ROM
Windowa 98. Office 97. HP
Deskjet 520. 2 HP 26 cartridges.
$200 o.b o Call 612 2244 or
email
dorogam«g*;mu.edu.

LAST CHANCE!

House tor Rent for 4 Fsmalos
Located <n walking distance from
JMU. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, and
yard. Available m May. Call
301-490-2985

Only $15 to run your

Reem for Rent
Qood 109gt<0rl
cheap rent Cell Brian. 560-1003.

(whichever cornea flm>!

$40 for third class mail
or SKO for first class mail,

i tor Real Centred Ave.. 8
bedrooms, 2 5 baths, laundry.
DSL. June lease. Cell 234-8584

SOUTH MAIN STREET

Oneieero lAv,
Gmgemread
House. South Main St. Cheap
rent, negotiable Call 437 5611.

Carl 433-0380.

•edreaaj Available far Spring
Semester ■ Commons. 3 male
roommates, all easy to live with.
$305/month
Call or email
Mike. 80*502 3827.
vaa tudenraVomcaat. net

J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH

2348583

Three, Four and Five
Badfoow Houees tar Rent!

2 blocks *om JMU.
$325 per month. Call 43*4277 m
the evening. Norvsmoker preferred,
kitchen privileges Furnished or
unfurnaahed.

•adreees AvallaWe • Squire Hill
bedroom open in two-bedroom
townnouae starting January lit.
Wonderful roommate, pet friend
and non smoking
Ethernet.
AC/heet. cable, and naer bus stop
CaM Lee. 540-438-9492.
Fa* Rent- 289. 291, and 293
Campbell Street win be available
for yearly lease starting June 1,
2004.
Call
4336047

"For Sale" ad Tor the
entire wmeater or
until your Item sells

That ofltr, a good now through
Dec 5 and onry apptka lo
aftcrUamg In iht Toi Self" section
Ada must to 20 words or last
Offer appeal lo Individual asm*
only Retail notes and twMnaee*
do not qualify for ifus apetUi offer
All aria are mtesn u>
HNH Mgavt ■

1997 Red Merrte Carte 2 door.
spoiler, oaeaaent candRwn, 94.300
miiee. loaded, new tirea. $3995
CWI930O444

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST now
hiring for fall buy backs and

mwmim
CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FffOMBW/

spring book sales!

FREE^KSTI

tsaree lew
- Epl Floor $100
pair: realistic walnut tMg floor $50
pair: Sanyo ceasette deck and
many tapes $26: Call 433-7062

Please come by the store
to apply.

C.ill NOW: 1.800.787.3787

Far Sale • Mt. Shasta 21 speed
bate. In vary good condition, ridden
very little. Asking $100 (at
$350 new). Call 249 2064.

: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at
home. No experience Cell for
information. 1985 646 1700
Depi VA4806

So Many Spring Break Com—Moat
Book direct with ihe established
leader in Spring Break travel

Jonr.
i Ma Win
■eg - $75; aquare neck Regal
Dobro with case, $276: 26 key
aooordton wth case. $175: o.b.o
Cell 43*4625.
Materayele Helmet Shoei full
coverage,
black,
excellent
condition. Smell carry beg. $100
080 Call 830-2030.
MHliijili 8000 Itoaata CBRIOO eaoaaent condition, yetow wan bleck
trim, new tires. 9.000 miles,
negotiable. htlp://cob.jmu.«du/b»m
Call 421-7243.

WM Pay WJU to Leee Weight
10
lbs
m
4 weeksl
1-800-7344610

SrTSoT

Act Newl Book 11 people, get
12th inp free. Group discounts tar
6*. Call 18008388202 Or
www spnngtir«akrJUcount*.oom.
Join Reel world s Caet aAemaere en

USA Spring Break • Cancun
Bahamas. Acapulco. Jamaica A
more. Don't be fooiodl Go with
quality end esperiencel 28 years m
buaineaa. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel) Call toll free: 1-877-480
6077. Now also hiring campus
repa. Earn 2 free trlpa for 15
traveiera
and
SI

NOTICE
lor ajgaj nl.Ti-uiiun and gajgggajj
Bjajgaj gj la gajggflgajB sj |ggajfcgj
butiatai cfportunibei contact the

1-J38JO-533-5561

New Stil •eota ■ Low a Structure
Coachea Boots Ladles 4 pair
Rossingnoi 6-pair - Race one
Rossingnol 4-palr soft; Dalbetlo
SOS Vano 2-pair: Dolomite ice blue
titanium 2-pair. Call 568-8721
mi»cire*mu.adu

Freternrtlee, Sororities. Clubs.
Student Qroups Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semeeter with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundrsssmg event Our free programs
make fundrateing easy with no nak
Fundraramg dates are fining quickly.
so get with the program. It works.
Contect CampusFundraiser at
1688923-3238,
or
visit
wwwcamrxawundraiser.com

U*'

Jamaica1

Uawa Money Taking O*
Earn $10- $128 for surveys. Earn
$25 250 for focus groupa. V
www caeMiiuJefrts com/traaw

Better Buiineu Bureau, lac.

Stoyele Larwead - Cyciocross sire
57. Alt 105 components. $725.00
080.
Cell
Jos.
568-3413
pe'eeA>mgk;mu0du

U

OASIt

i lost
Call

flultar Lessons
Beg<nnar to
intermediate, individual and group
rates Call Greg. 4359385

fttatwtai* MM Carbon ftber Olam
21 Speed. Eicellent condrtlon. two
years old. $450. paid $1,100. Cal
4364430 or l«0O2943465 aek
tar Randy.

CoSlJHtJ/

Canean, Aeepvlee. Naasau,
Jaeneleel 7 nights from $459 •
tail Includes breakfasts, dinners.
Guaranteed lowest prtcee and beet
perty schedule. The onry Spring
Break company recognlied for
outatandtng ethical Visit the best
Spnng Break site on ihe web - view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at *ww.SpringBnia*Trave)f.com.
Cell l«0Oe7S«386

I i-ikuic fur a special wa» losat
I k)«r vim. In
lo apologize',
apologize or to'
thank
ik Mrtiunni-.'

A "Reality- Sertag aVee*~2004
Only with Sunsplesh Tourt. Loweat
pnoea, free meals and parties Two
tree tnps for groups. 1A0O426-7710
™» aunsp/aaMours. com

PI*x i peivtuU ad in
IheHrrof'

fl Spring Break Vtaattonel 110%
beat pnceal Cencun. Jamaica.
Acapulco. Bahamas. Florida Book
now and receive free parties and
meals. Campus raps wanted!
1-800-23*7007
wvrtvendtossaurnmerfours.com

Dorterxlor Tralnwee Needed - $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1800 293 3985
e.t
813.

•X Sering ev< .Ope
HI i hex our website for the bast deals
www vagaboncftours.com. Cancun.
Acapuico. Bahamas. Jamaica, and
Florida Group organizers earn free
tripe and
cash
Call today)
l«66273-25O0

and security Expenses paid.
Pleese cell Greg and Maureen

Winter end Spring Break • Ski end
beach tripe on sale now! Call
1-800 SUNCHASE
or go to
www.Suncnaae.com
today I

$250
a day potential Local positions
18002933985.
eit.
215.

the Spring Break Bahemee Party
Crutee - b days '-urn $299. Party
with Ace. Maliory. Steven, and
Tnsheae. includes maate. port/hotei
teies. exclusive parties with caet
members! Call 1 800-678-6386.
«ww. SprfngeVean Travafcom

(aNML4127toda>:

Adoption

Loving and stable

coupio will provide a happy home
for your oaby. filled wltn iota of love

enytlme
pin a 00

et

1800 605 9703.

PLACEA
(XASSIFIKDADIN
THE BREEZE!
$.V0O fur flml 10 words
«.0tl each adrl'l 10 words
Block ads art SlO/lnch

Help Wanted - Experienced cook
ana wait ataff for popular
restaurant. 35 minutea from JMU
Campus Greet tips' Loet Rrver G/tii
& Motel, cell Tim or Kevin for
detolla,
1 304 8976482

All classified ads must he
submiitrd in writing.

You

in.i> c in.ill your ad lo
ihc_brcczc67jniu.edu. Ads
rnnsi he pjid in advance by

Do You Want to Write tor the
■reeae?

,IN!I

Dont rnM <** on that gtaat deal!

Call 5684127 for more

566-0127

Information.

check. VISA or

M.isk-rf'ard. All ads are

Th0 Breen it looking for
writers 'or News. Focus.
Sports. Style, end Opinion.

subject to Brce/e.«

1

BOO

648

4849

www.slslravel.com

«r«i n IIMHD

C'all56H.6l27lodm:
IOOK MOW

gj _ 1,80,9, 234 JOffJa m

GLOBAL PEACE - PRAYER IN ACTION

Yo^r arf h«r«
iir««z« [drifting

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEAB.P IN THE ONGOING
PRAYER FOR THE WORLD AT:
www.5plrftu4lrty.com/globalpeace
Srte features: reports on conflict areas provided by The Christian Science
Monitor and other news sources; spiritual perspectives and progress reports;
community discussions on peace; 'Prayers for Peace" from around
the world; dally inspiration

M

A Wellness Passport Event sponsored by the Health 458 class
Too much stress in your life? Come destress TONIGHT in the
Transitions room in Warren Hall from 4 to 6 p.m. Participate at
different booths featuring free massages, aromatherapy, stress
ball making, and more. Learn how to recognize, treat, and
prevent stress in our life.

Ski free
at

asscwutteH Ski Resort
Now hiring for Ski Season

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and Morel
'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!
•top by th. Ski Offtc* M-f «:30 Ml - 4:30 pm
to IM out mm application.

For more information, email karpinba@jmu.edu

289-4954

mm r®mmm frao HAS
<e*Ski & Skate

X-MAS IS COMtm
AND THE STORE IS bETTING PHATM
SALOMON

BURTON

ATOMIC

RIDE

ROME (NEW)

HEAD

K2

SESSIONS

MANY MORE...

SEASON RENTALS!
SKIS START

@ $99, BOARDS @ $99

USE THE GEAR FOR
1
BRING BACK IN MA

THE ^StiRGS SOURCE fB*JH£-COQLEST-STUFF ON

Sat&K

112
Hot & Wet

Tl»e Beatles
It Be.../yaked

LBt

Gte*«*'

Dave Matthews
Central Park Concert
m—,nltmm**lta»

Smlm

ALSO
Blink 182 • Tori Amos • Britney Spears • Timbaland & Magoo
ON SALE Al Green • Corey Hams • Jennifer Lopez • Floetry
TUESDAY: Rebe McEntire • and more!

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!

dm

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-98 E. Market St.
Mon-S.t. 10-9. Sunday 12-6

CDs • DVDs A more!

Listen Before
You Buy!
iV.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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But luxurious Pheasant JRiim
Townhomes won' t last long!

Front Door Parking, Bus Stop
Beautifully Landscaped Yards
Refrigerator with Ice Maker
Dishwasher, Microwave
Washer & Dryer
Patio or Deck

Pheasant Run Townhomes
321 Pheasant Run Circle
Open Monday to Friday
from 10am to 5pm
(540) 801-0660
pheasant@pheasantrun.net

View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

©@[L®®feOn.com

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

